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ALPINE PARAGLIDING
Brian and Nikki Webb
PO Box 3 BRIGHT VIC 3741
Tel: 057 551753
Fax: 057 551677

PARAGLIDER PROFESSIONALS
Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding Centre of Australia. The
Bright area is already world renowned for Hang Gliding. Now the same
superb facilities are available for Paragliding

Year round tuition - 7 Days a week
2 Day Introductory
6 Day HGFA Recreational Licence
2 Day Hang Glider to Paraglider conversion
2 Day Paraglider Thermalling & XC
4 Day Paraglider to Hang Glider conversion

$220
$660
$220
$220
$440

Paraglider Insurance
Theft or loss through forcible entry
Direct physical damage from an external cause

$100 pa

PARAGLIDING

Para Pacific Monarch - Intermediate/
Advanced
Brand new canopy from New Zealand
Open leading edge, no battens, very very easy
to deploy, accelarator bar, 45kmh top speed ,
good for stronger sea breezes, very good in
thermals. Excellent value. Price
includes harness, bag & accelerator bar
Sizes: 21, 24, 26 square meters
FALHAWK Athlete - Intermediate/
Advanced
Superb Paraglider, excellent speed range
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27, 30 square meters
Standard : SHV/DHV Gutesiegel

$2,499

$2,680-3,219

Coming Soon: the APEX,
latest from the Falhawk factory patience it's going to be good

$3,806-4,181

USE D
APCO Dreams
AIRWAVE Black Magic
APCO Speedstar 2

APCQ Hilite II - Intermediate to Advanced $2,881-3,080
Including bag
Sizes: 23, 25, 28 square meters
Standard : SHV Guteqiegel
$2,638-2,864
including
harness
& bag

Reserve Re-packing Service, Be sure
Re-packing by an APF qualified rigger

Neo Beginner/Intermediate
New entry level canopy, as expected
from Falhawk
good quality and good handling
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27 square metres

harness attachment system
Short bridle + eyelets
Standard : DHV Gutesiegel

S HOP

Black Magic - Beginners to
Intemediate
Sizes: 22, 24, 27 square meters
Standard: ACPFULS/DHV Gutesiegel

$2,810-3,234

Emergency Reserve Systems
APCO Pulled APEX 26ft round
Cylinder packed
Long bridle
Short bridle
Square packed
Long bridle, enlarged bag, eyelets

SALES

$45

+ p&p

DAVRON 200+ ALTIMETERNARIO
Precision miniature instrument, two altimeters,
vario up and down, optional up only, elasticated
thigh attachment, fluoro pink
Books
ABC of Paragliding, Hubert Aupertit
A comprehensive introduction to Paraglid ing
NEW
Paragliding Flight, Dennis Pagen
Walking on air, an extensive new Paragliding
book, from the ground up

$29.50

+ $2.50 pp
$28.00
+ $2.50 pp

BIG Wind Socks
2 metres long, 2.5 metres high, collapsible
steel post and spike, fluoro colours to order
$587
$577

$649

Paraglider Sail Sign Writing
Paragliders sign written to order, If you're going
to do it, th-en do it properly

$85.00

$POA

$687
$587

PARAGLIDERS

- 28 sq m. Beginner
$1,400
- 24 sq m. Intermediate
$1,999
- 24 sq m. Beginners/Intermediate
$1,700
Paraglider, vario, altimeter and radio hire from $45 daily
Please note: Alpine Paragliding will not sell a Paraglider to anyone who does not have a Recreational licence
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CLUBS

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
seNice to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus.
$65 (sent SAL) . Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reseNes the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

DEADLINE
15th of the month for contributions,
market place, etc.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence , including membership
renewals , short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

Phil Mathewson
Ph (02) 5608773 AH

Steve Hocking
(02) 2512704 BH

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions should be
sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph (066) 281991 BH & AH

STATE ASSOCIATIONS

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 650042

For information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Peter Hansen
(049) 712330

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753

NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Treasurer - Keith Maxwell (02) 9643267 W
(02) 5877971 H

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meetings: Shellharbour pub 1st Wed . of
month. Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388 W

Capricorn Sky riders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Jo McNamara
(042) 942305
Sec. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster
(066) 280356
Sec. Greg Wilson
(066) 280356

Gladstone HG Club
6 Edward St
Boyne Island 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 792562
Sec. Craig Anderson

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Qld)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H

ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Garth Wimbush
(062) 2477526 H

QHGA Inc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07) 8348858

VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best
cover photo sent in. It can be a black
and white, colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

CONTENTS
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First Australian Womens Comp
by Birgit Svens
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Larry Tudor flys 300 Miles!
World Masters Kossen
by Birgit Svens
State & Club News
Market Place
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Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Steve Johnson
(071/074) 941867
Pres. Robert Keen
(071/074) 455642
Dave Cookman
Central West HG Club (071) 498573
Pres - Len Paton
Stan Roy
(068) 537220
(071) 459185
Sec. Jenny Ganderton Alf Carter
(068) 537220
(071) 457265
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927
Newcastle HG Club
Kosciusko Alpine
Pres Richard McWhinney Paragliding Club
(049) 549415
Pres. Joe Ippolito
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(064) 576112
(049) 487491
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190
Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres. Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 AH
(02) 2958040 BH
Rolf Muller
(02) 735212 H

Sutton Forest Flyers
Fiona Knox
(02) 5289304
Richard Reitzin
(02) 3651533 H
(02) 2353033 w

Sky High
Paragliding Club
Pres. Scott Beresford
(03) 4806441 ah
Sec. Samantha Clarke
(03) 6184398 bh

Cudgeegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432

Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor (03) 7353095
Greg Withers (03) 8763981 meet
3rd Wed of month Olinda Hotel , Main St
Lilydale (near railway line)

CREDITS
Marie Jeffery launching at
Mt Buffalo, Victoria,
Photo by Bill Degen.

Cartoons

Julius Makk, Rohan
Rob Julian,

Typing , Typesetting
& Layout
Printer

Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus,
Ballina
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Editor's Corner
Summer is with us once more and being a warm weather person
I must admit life does seem so much more enjoyable. Flying
activity appears to be increasing if the number of competitions
advertised is any indication. Let's all have a top flying season
with a minimum of incidents. Remember to hook in and keep
that angle of attack under control during launch.
Several members have contacted me recently as to the
whereabouts of their articles. Unfortunately, after posting your
story, it probably will not be seen in the very next issue. Please
be patient as I do have a steady flow of material arriving and I
have a priority list. If you think your article has taken an unusually long time to appear in print, please give me a call or send a
short note. Occasionally I may not have received it, or, being
human, I may have mislaid it at the bottom of the pile!
I do however try to print all reasonable articles because I understand and cert~y appreciate the effort pilots have gone to in
putting pen to paper.
Perhaps we need to increase the magazine to 40 pages? If the
executive and sub-committees intend to have minutes/information printed, 40 pages would give a better balance to the publication.
Also, for those of you with access to computers, its nice to get a
disk, which will be returned to you. Files should be saved in
ASCII or any of the following: Word Star 3, WS 4.0/5.0, MSWord, WordPerfect, WordPerfect 5, Xy Write, Multimate or
Writer. Please enclose a hard copy (a printout) and postage to
return your disk.

Quite a number of members have included, on notes to market
place etc, their interest in the insurance first mentioned in June
Skysailor. I don't have the time to follow up this issue so I suggest
that individuals speak to their club committees and/or state
ass.ociations in an effort to get the ball rolling. We may need an
executive member of HGFA to act on behalf of the membership
in this matter, and I know from experience that the squeaky
wheel gets the most oil!
It may take some time to organise, but I believe the need for
such packages as have been discussed, is there. Our gliders and
equipment are certainly not getting any cheaper!

Safe flying

Marie

Suncoast Hang Gliders
introduces the

SPRITE

A Beginner-Intermediate Glider developed
from our famous VISION series
After extensive testing of the keel pocketless
Vision MK 4 (note clones appearing), we
decided to go on producing a Refined Keel
pocket Glider with 60% Double Surface that
will carry the Beginner through to XC flying.
The SPRITE has:
a very wide range of tuning from mushy to race
VG - Variable Geometry Model with No Slac
Side Wires
• RACE Model with kevlar and ultraweave re-inforced sail, rubber backed faired uprights, faired
king post and speed bar

from $2,600
Dealer Enquiries invited

The SPRITE is currently uncertified
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Dales Road,
Palmwoods 4555
Ph. (074) 459185

gleat and it was an experience I wouldn't
have swapped for anything.
If anyone wants any hang gliding contacts
in Israel they shouldn't hesitate to let me
know or they can contact Steve Hocking
because I have given him most of the
details.

After Israel it was off to England where I
saw (all too briefly) Beverley Clark and
Mike Allen again. My trip was cut short
for personal reasons but next time I am in
England I'm sure I will go flying with
them.

Dear Marie
I just wanted to drop you a few lines to let
your readers know my thoughts about
hang gliding and friendship. I must say
that I have never been involved in any
activity, whether through work or recreation, that has provided me with more
friends and good times than has hang gliding. I was fortunate enough to drop in at
Bright in January 1989, the year Ian Jarman creamed the field in the Australian
Championships. There I re-met Mike
Allen from England as well as his
girlfriend and travelling companion,
Beverley Clark and also Martin Harri
from Switzerland, all of whom I had
originally met whilst staying up at Lee
Scott's place at the Mid North coast.
More recently I gave Thomas Holzl, a
visiting Austrian pilot, a ride from the
Moyes factory to Forbes, just before the
Flatlands Competition 1990.

car. What an amazing coincidence! In
the middle of Tel Aviv! I chatted with him
for a while (Dr Marc Maskowitz - an
American medical man) and he gave me
names, addresses and phone numbers
and even offered to let me fly one of his
gliders. He was off to Yugoslavia for the
European Championships the next day.
So I was set! Not only did I make contact
with lots of pilots and fly with them but I
had a few paragliding lessons thrown in as
well! We flew at a place called Mvor
Chama near the Sea of Galilee from
where you can see Israel, Syria and
Lebanon and where landing in the wrong
place takes on a whole new dimension - if
you know what I mean!! Actually, it was

The message that I have for all those involved in hang gliding in Australia and
particularly those people who are only
just coming into this marvelous sport is
that quite apart form all of the wonderful
personal aspects of hang gliding (the
sheer fun and joy of flying itself), there is
the reality that hang gliding can provide
you with a local and international network
of great friends. And it really is a great
feeling to know you have friends all over
the globe.
Finally, I just want to say thanks again so
much to all those pilots (Martin, Thomas,
Marc, Eran, Avron, Ze'ev, Arnon, Boaz,
Mike and Beverley) who helped to make
my time away so memorable and so enjoyable. Happy landings all!
Next stop, Brazil '91?!
Richard R Reitzin

Fran, truck towing, Mareeba with Ian & Dave -p. BronAhem

When I recently travelled to Switzerland
and got settled in Zurich I called up Martin and we got together for some fantastic
sightseeing and meals (the weather
prevented any thought of flying). Then it
was over to Mittersill in Austria where I
had the opportunity to cement my
friendship with Thomas Holzl and we
travelled to Kossen where the World
Masters were due to be held (the weather
prevented that also as you know). He had
lent me his Bullet but I never got the
opportunity to fly it. Perhaps it was just
as well. The only guys who thought it was
easy enough to fly were muscle bound
factory pilots with 2,000 plus hours!
A short time later I was in Israel where I
met some really friendly and helpfu!
people heavily involved in hang gliding. I
was just walking down a street in Tel AViv
the day after I arrived there when I
spotted a guy with what looked suspiciously like a hang glider on the roof of his
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SAHGA 1990 Spring Comps, or
"Makk's go for the Max!"
Dates: November 10-11th, 17-18th, 24-25th and December 1st2nd, 8 and 9th
Aims of Comp:
1. Self improvement and personal bests for average pilot;
2. More participation in task decisions and weather assessment;
3. Encouragement awards for efforts made in flights.
Information available from Julius Makk (08) 2611902 evenings
(last December, four of our pilots in SA cracked the 250k to goal
mark!)

West Australian 1990 State Titles

S.E. Queensland Regional Titles
To be run in the Canungra area using Mt Tamborine and Beechmont
The objective is to run a National Ladder Comp in SE Qld so
Queenslanders can qualify to compete in a National competition.
To be run on three consecutive weekends:
13th-14th October
20th-21st October
27th-28th October
There will be 2 classes, Advanced and Intermediate. Turn point
cameras will be used. Entry fee $60.
Accommodation is available at the hotel at $10 per night. We
need full participation of all local pilots and those from within
the region. All intending pilots please note that height restrictions will be strictly enforced.

Dates: Practice day, Friday 30th November
Comp days, Saturday 1st to Saturday 8th December 1990
Reserve and presentation day, Sunday 9th December
Location: Dalwallinu, not Meckering as previously advised
Sponsors: Dalwallinu Hotel, 096 611102; AMP (Alistair Sawyer)
018 911281; WACB (Radios) 09 3286254; Air Sports, 09
3816053; Dalwallinu Motors, 096611104; Dalwallinu pilots
Prizes: $2400 with daily and overall prizes
Eligibility: Open to Novice (and above) rated pilots, though
student rated pilots can enter on days with suitable conditions
Non-WA pilots are welcome
Tow groups: Form your own tow groups with your own equipment
BBQ: On the last day at the Dalwallinu Hotel, details October
newsletter
Accommodation: Dalwallinu Hotel, $20 per night
Dalwallinu Caravan Park, 096 611253

Pilot briefmg at the Canungra hotel at 8am on 13th October.
Registration preferred prior to this date if possible. For information ring Phil Pritchard (075) 395616

Annual Rainbow Beach Fly-In
to be held for 3 days from
27th December 1990.

1990 Victorian Closed Hang Gliding
Championships

3 categories: Novice, Intermediate and Advanced with plenty of
prizes and trophies in each category.

Dates: 3, 4, 5 & 6/11/90 at Mt Emu/Tawonga Gap/Murmungee/Mt Buffalo/GundowringlBright Hill (HQ at Bogong Hotel,
Tawonga); 17 & 18/11/90 at a towing site to be advised; 24 &
25/11/90 at Ben Nevis/BuangorJLangi Ghiran/Elrnhurst/Sugarloaf (HQ at Red Kangaroo Roadhouse, Beaufort)

Entry fee of $20 includes complimentary welcome BBQ and for
those without 4WDs, transport to and from sites on all 3 days.
Information from Steve Johnson (074) 941867

Fran, truck towing, Mareeba, FNQ - p. BronAhem

If the weather during the competition is such that by 25/11/90
fewer then 5 rounds have been conducted, additional rounds
may be scheduled

Grades of Competition: Open and C grades
Prizes: Prizes comprising trophies and donated products will be
awarded to 1st, 2nd and 3rd overall and 1st in C grade. Daily
prizes will be awarded for each valid round
Entry Requirements: The comp is open to HGFA members
with a minimum of Novice + Alpine pilot rating (3-6, 2425/11/90) or Novice + Tow pilot rating (17-18/11/90) or Recreationallicence (Paragliders).
Fee: $40 (includes $20 bond)
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•

1st Thredbo Paragliding Cup
14th -17th February 1991

Mid North Coast Summer Fly-In
27th December 1990 to 2 January 1991
$10 entry fee, pilot limit 60
Please contact Lee Scott for information

Forbes Flatlands 1991
Date:
9-19th January 1991
Competition HQ: Vandenburg Hotel (068) 522015
Entry fee:
$150 before 30/11/90
Late fee:
$20 extra after 30/11/90
Major Sponsor: Sjostrom Electronic Systems
Over $3000 in sponsor prizes have been promised so far, which,
combined with the best cross country flying in Australia (and
probably the world!!) makes this a competition not to be missed.
Sponsors and Prizes
Sjostrom Electronic Systems - Vario/altimeter. Australia's

most popular soaring instrument and in demand overseas too!
Moyes Delta Gliders - $1000 discount off new XS
Enterprise Wings - $500 discount off new glider, perpetual
trophies
AirBorne Wind Sports - Aussie Skins flying suit
, Alpine Paragliding - Two two-day paragliding courses - introductory or conversion, $500 discount off new paraglider
Future Wings - Two day paragliding conversion course,
Paragliding harness
Aussie Skins - Flying Jacket
The competition is open to hang glider and paraglider pilots
rated intermediate and recreational or above, who have a tow
endorsement. Paraglider pilots in particular are recommended
to practise tow launching in thermic conditions before attempting to compete in the competition. Visiting European paraglider
pilots had many successful flights last year, and there is very good
potential for claiming world records.
Paragliders will be scored separately, and fly their own tasks, but
whenever possible the goals will be common. Due to possible
difficulty in manning a separate goal for paragliders, they may
be required to use data-back cameras for timing.
The tow paddock is large enough for 20 x 2.5 km long strips in
both N-S and E-W directions which allows for 20 towing teams.
Should numbers need to be limited for lack of space, entry will
be on a first come, first served basis.
Any money remaining after all costs have been paid will be
awarded as prize money. Last year we were able to award prize
money down to 10th place, with the first prize being over $1000.
Free flyers will be welcome, subject to availability of tow strips
for their use. If you have never been to a Flatlands competition,
and want to know how it all works, feel free to call me on (068)
537220 after hours.
Competition information booklet including town map, accommodation notes, rules, directions to paddock etc will be sent on
receipt of entry fee, which should be sent to: '
Jenny Ganderton
"Boganol", Henry Lawson Way
Forbes NSW 2871
Ph: (068) 537220

2nd Australian Paragliding Nationals
16th to 24th March 1991 (Note: new dates)

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club will host what will become
an annual paragliding competition in Thredbo, the site of the 1st
Australian Paragliding Championships, and we are currently
talking to a multi-national company to make it a fully sponsored
event. Details of prizes, entry fee etc., will be made known later
but initial enquiries can be made to Stuart Andrews on (064)
576190 or PO Box 1, Thredbo Village NSW 2627.
Entry forms will be posted out to all Paraglider Pilots currently
on the HGFA membership list and all pilots competing must
have a Paragliding Recreational licence.

2nd Women's World Hang Gliding Championship
1st to 14th July 1991 in Kossen/Tyrol, Austria using sites in
Kossen and Walchsee. HQ will be Kossen-Grenzlandhalle.
Entry fee is approximately $1100 and covers accommodation
and breakfast from 1st to 14th July, transport to all take off areas,
shuttle service for retrieval and opening ceremony and good-bye
party. Deadline for entry fee is 1st Aprill991
Data back cameras will be used.
For more information interested pilots should contact Marie
Jeffery, Skysailor (066) 281991 or Birgit Svens on (08) 2721337
(see also Birgit's article this issue) ,

AenlAL

Ic:CHNIC~

42 Stanwell Avenue, Stanwell Park.
P.O. Box 180, Helensburgh, N.S.W. 2508
Ph: (042) 94 2545

,

(Gliders)

We have a full range of Enterprise Wings and Moyes
Gliders both new and used. Also UP International's
Tandem 'Lite Dream' and Airborne's 'Sting'.

(Instruments)
SJOSTROM vario/digital alt ............................ $740.00
BALL vario/digital alt. from ............................. $805.00
MAST AIR digital vario/alt.............................. $630.00
AIRSPEED INDICATOR .. from ........................ $45.00

(HarnesseS)
THE D SCOTT from entry racer ...................... $875.00
PODIPOD LITE compact & comfort ................. $499.00

(Accessories)
•
•
•
•

UHF Radios .......... $450.00
Pagen Books from .. $13.00
Flying Suits ........ .. $230.00
Hand-fairings ......... $45.00

• Aerodyne Helmets ... $125.00
• Helmets, 10 sizes ....... $52.00
• Steel carabiners ......... $29.00
• Video 'Leading Edge' . $45.00

(Parachute0
HIGH ENERGY SPORTS - Made in U.S.A. .............. $495.00
TANDEM CHUTE by High Energy ............... ............ $650.00
CHUTE REPACKING collection/delivery ...... ............. $30.00

So whether it's a safety pin or a new glider,
call Chris l)r Clare on (042) 94 2545.

Venue: Bright, NE Victoria
All enquiries phone Brian Webb (057) 551753
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History of the League by Len Paton
Back in 1981 Paul Van Hof and others
were considering an Australian competition to promote XC flying. After his
death at Talbingo in the NSW alps, Rob
de Groot and Ian Jarman continued with
the idea and formulated the flrst Cross
Country League competition. The objective was to stimulate Australian pilots into
flying XC tasks during weekend recreational flying and encourage participation
in competition flying. All our Australian
team members and top seeded pilots used
the XC League as their motivation and
training ground in the early '80s.
Pilots were able to compete in a national
competition while flying form their own
sites throughout summer. Flight details
were sent to the convenor along with adequate proof (witness' signature etc).
In those early years most flights were
open distance as the miles rapidly
stretched. Bernie Beer did the flrst 100
miler (thermalling) from Bucklands Gap
(Mt Buffalo area) to Jerilderie in 1981.
Later Rob de Groot flew 251kni from
Myrtleford Hill to Wakool past Deniliquin with Ian Jarman landing 35kni behind. Around this time Steve Moyes and
Bob Bailey (England) flew to within a
"stones throw" of Melbourne (approximately 220kms) also during a Buffalo compo
Over in Western Australia, Ray Chatfleld
did 290km in 1984. This stood for some
time until Rick Duncan in 1985 flew
292km from Nyngan to Erngunia, north of
Bourke, landing only 30kms south of the
Queensland border. The Newcastle boys
were on a long weekend out at Nyngan
trying out the new Donnel Hewitt towing
system (Skyting).
On the same day Steve Moyes did a big
distance from Ben Nevis in the Gram-

Towing west of Eungella 1983

pians out into Victoria's Little Desert in.
the same south easterly.

potential of these 2 categories were
realised.

Finally, in the same summer, Mark
(Mort) Newland, while practising for the
Flatlands on X-mas eve 1985, flew
310Akms from Parkes to Quirindi over
the Liverpool Range in T-shirt and shorts.
This flight still stands as the XC League'S
Open Distance record and unofficial
Australian record.

This happened in the 1988 Flatlands
where 5 pilots flew a 114.7km triangle,
breaking Denis Cummings' World
Record. (Denis landed .5km short) On
the last day of the same comp 18 pilots
flew a 112.6kni out and return.

Up until that year not much emphasis had
been put on flights requiring turnpoints
where pilots could fly back home again.
This was due to the scoring system not
encouraging these more difficult flights.
The normalisation system awarded 1000
points to the best flight of the season
within a category and scored other flights
in the same category relative to this best
flight. This meant when a category was
bettered from time to time during the
season, all previous flights in that category
were re-scored lower. Not only could a
pilot's XC flight increase his own score
but it often decreased other pilot's total
scores irregularly. It was difflcult for
pilots to pace themselves against other
competition pilots or set tasks to increase
their placing unless day to day information of flights were available nationally.
However, Denis Cummings did a 80.8km
triangle at the same Flatlands as Mort's
big flight. Denis' flight stood as an FA!
World Record for 2 years.
In 1986 Steve Blenkinsop and Tim Bardon did the best nominated goal flight for
that year and since then Steve has been
steadily increasing the distance in this
flight category. The following year he
achieved the best goal flight of 197.9km
towing up on the Hay Plains in South
western NSW on the way home from the
Flatlands where 10 pilots had flown
178.3km to Ardlethan. This stood for 2
years until Danny Scott and Mort flew
219.2km from Parkes to Grong Grong in
the Flatlands of January 1989 (not
entered in XC League). Last year 4 South
Australian pilots flew 251.2km from 11lawara Hill to Renmark on the Victorian
border (Chris Charters, Julius Makk,
Garry Fimeri and Steve Blenkinsop).
For 87/88 Paul Mollison who has been the
League's longest standing convenor,
changed the scoring system. Flights
equalling any previous years' best were
scored 1000 points so that points value for
a flight category remained unchanged for
the year. This promoted a maximisation
of Australian records in all categories but
made the value of Out and Returns and
Triangles extra ordinarily high until the
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On the last practice day of the 1989 flatlands, Len Paton increased the Out and
Return slightly to 116.4kms, flying home
and then back to the Flatlands paddock.
In that competition Guy Hubbard was the
only pilot to flnish a big triangle task,
greatly increasing it to 136.9kms and setting an unoffIcial world record.
The League is also a less formal version
of FA! record attempts. To many pilots
it removed the daunting aspects of owning
and maintaining a barograph, fmding an
offlcial FA! observer for witness, strict
rules for photographic evidence and the
signiflcant paper work.
Except for flight verification an XC
League flight is now practically the same
as an FAI record attempt. Last year
Denis Cummings signiflcantly streamlined the check list for FA! record attempts and the subsequent paper work.
With access to a barograph no pilot
should be reluctant to attempt an FA!
record or badge this. summer. Denis who
in the National FAI Co-ordinator for
record attempts is able to supply an FA!
kit for $10 covering photocopying and
postage (see Skysailor January 1990
p.13).
Even if your XC League flight is not an
FAI record attempt, great flights,
whether offIcial or unoffIcial are noted
overseas. This promotes Australia as a
world class venue for hang gliding competitions. In 1987 the World FA! Championships were held at Buffalo.
Current Australia XC League records:
Open distance: Mark Newland, 310.4km,
Parkes NSW, 24.12.85
Nominated Goal: 4 SAHGA pilots,
251.2km, Illawara Hill SA, 11.12.89
Out and Return: Len Paton, 116Akm,
Parkes/Forbes, 8.1.89
Triangle: Guy Hubbard, 136.9kni, Parkes,
10.1.89 To enter the XC League, send $5 to:
Len Paton, "Boganol", Henry Lawson
Way, Forbes NSW 2871
Ph: (068) 537220, for rules and fonns.
Next Month:
Rules

Complete XC League

Coming Events
I
I
I 1990 Australasian Aviation Trade Fair and Convention I
I to be held at the National Convention Centre Canberra 13th to 15th November I
Registration fee $375, accompanying persons $175
I Anyone who has a particular responsibility or interest in general aviation either in I
the fields of management, operations, maintenance, aircraft manufacturing,
I
I product
support, FBO service, aircraft charter or aircraft marketing and sales
should attend this convention.
I
I
Further details:
I
I
The Secretariat, AATF
C/- ACTS, GPO Box 2200, Canberra ACT 2601
I
I
Ph: (06) 2498015

L

Items of interest ...
Paragliding
A revised paragliding system is in the
pipeline after the Paragliding Sub Committee meeting held at Bright early
September.
New Paragliding Safety Officers are:
Barry Dennis and Stuart Andrews from
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club.
New Paragliding Instructors are:
Mark Mitsos and Ted Jenkins from Future Wings at Bolli.

J

Corrections ...

A Paragliding competition will be held at
Stanwell Park at the end of February 1991,
contact Mark Mitsos for details.

In September's article on the Forbes Flatlands an important note of thanks was missed

Certification

or from the editor Skysailor.

The Enterprise Wings team are currently
in America certifying the 152 Combat to
USHGMA standards.

It should have read

"Alan Blake for helping to mark out the strips. Bob Silva for touching up the road signs.
Paul Ruddick for erecting the road signs. Paul Haines (England) for getting out of bed at
6am a couple of days into the comp to help mark out additional strips. He also helped
with maps and notice boards at HQ and repaired sail damage to a competitor's glider
during the evening after competing himself.

Australian Pilots join
Airwave Team
Rick Duncan (former World Champion)
and Russell Duncan have joined Airwave
and will be flying a Kiss 154 and K2
respectively.

Also the last line should have read:
"... another 1/2 dozen or so World records ..."
My apologies for the mistake and for the typing errors that also appeared throughout
the last issue. Marie J.

Tandem Lite Dream

$3070.00
$3200.00
$POA

PARAGLIDERS
Black Magic (inc.harness)

$2857.00
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Steel Carabiner,: :', .'::.-.-:'
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Eagle Eyes
Flying Suits

INSTRUMENTS
(all with digital altimeters)

,,"

SJOSTROM (2yr warranty)
AFRO 8000
AFRO Pocket Combi

$749.00
$975.00
$560.00

HARNESSES
D Scott Racer ( custom made)
D Scott Pod (made to size)
Speedlines from
Moyes Pod

$875.00
$499.00
$500.00
$499.00

.
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The Inaugural Australian Women's Hang Gliding Championships
by Birgit Svens, English Translation by
Jennifer Baker
The idea to run the first Australian
Women's Hang Gliding Champs was
born on a typical flying day at Bute in the
Mid North of South Australia, whilst sipping coffee in the morning on the verandah. The idea fIrst struck Jennifer Baker
as a good one when Paul Kelley started
talking about running the comps in a few
years ... his way. So Jennifer thought it
would be good to run the comp in 1990 ...
her way.
So it began, months of hard work. Paul
Kelley was recruited to be Comp Director
for the Cross Country Class and Chris
Charters for the Recreational Class. We
didn't have many fears of not having
enough manpower as many South
Australian plots and a few more at the
Bogong Cup were very interested ... in
coming and helping out. Thanks to Randall Mathews, Stu Cameron, Peter Bolton
and Any Potter for their particular interest.
We were a bit concerned that South
Australia may be a bit far for people to
travel. We hoped that many would make
the effort as the competition catered for
all grades of pilot. The fInal count was 14
entrants, 10 in the Cross Country and 4
Recreational. We had 2 International
pilots, Tove Baus-hansen from Norway
and AJ Williams from New Zealand. The
dates of the comp were chosen to give a
variety of Cross country flying and afternoon soaring in the sea breeze. Although
the weather wasn't perfect some good
flying was had. We flew 7 out of 8 days.
Many pilots achieved tasks for the rust

Jennifer Baker, very relaxed, towday at Bumsfield
time, such as "over the backs", cross
countries, top landings, height gains and
great distances, making the week a success.
The township ofBute was the base for the
comp, and the residents were buzzing
with interest. The whole township was
very supportive of the event, providing
facilities for accommodation and meals.
Many of the local businesses sponsored
the comp and displayed "We support
Hang Gliding" posters in their windows.
Practice day, 24/2/90 found the entrants
and many curious visiting pilots from
Adelaide, interstate and overseas setting
up on Barn Hill our SW to SE site. It was
a great practice day with most people
flying. Tove from Norway, Sue Hansen,
Gary Fimeri, Paul Kelley, George Can-

Avril and Gary Fimeri

nabis, Peter Bolton and myself had cross
countries. Carol Binder and Rose
Fletcher from Victoria and Regina Boh- .
ler from NSW all did their rust top landings. We all congregated at the Bute
Hotel for an enjoyable evening.
Day 1, 25/2. We went up Barn Hill with a
fresh SE blowing. The local pilots were
rust off the hill with the visitors close
behind. I think they wanted to see if you
really could fly such small hills. The thermals were very broken up and seemed to
die over the back, but the wind didn't die.
It got stronger all day. People on launch
measured 40mph on the wind speed indicators. Jennifer, Suzy Gniest and Leith
Silva from NSW, Helen Ross from Victoria and AJ were still hanging in there
with the bar to their knees to penetrate.
J eonifer' s blistered hands told the story of
the effort required to fly in the conditions.
The day showed all pilots to be confIdent
and skilled as there were no incidents in
such harrowing conditions. The longest
flight of the day was only 6.8 kms as the
pilots who didn't leave in a broken thermal, which usually dissipated almost immediately, were forced to turn tail wind as
penetration was lost and glide as far as
they could away from the hill. Unfortunately because of the conditions the
recreational pilots did not get to fly.
Many thanks to J eunifer and Chris for
holding a very enjoyable BBO at their
home that night.
Day 2, 26/2. Barn Hill, with more of the
same. By this time we were all getting a
bit worried about the weather conditions.
All the local pilots were very confused
about the unusual weather pattern and
couldn't really answer the many questions
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excellent accommodation
facilities included tennis
courts, dart boards and pool
table. A 1000 piece jig-saw
puzzle kindly supplied by a
local resident provided great
entertainment and was completed by that night. Colwyn
Millard, a local pilot and
farmer who conveniently owns
a flying site and paddocks used
for towing, gave a car towing
seminar. There was much interest and discussion on the
subject as the next day was
predicted to be a towing day.

and only Paul Kelley braved it. Steve was
very disappointed as he had been looking
forward to his pool party for months. He
even cleaned the pool for the occasion, so
the water was crystal clear.
Day 6, 2/3. Finally after all the talk of
towing we got to put the theory into action. We all congregated to the Lochial
Gliding Strip to be towed up behind Colwyn and Chris's old bombs. A few pilots
were a bit apprehensive to car tow as they
had either never done it or had little experience. Chris, Colwyn and Paul were
excellent instructors, all having a great
deal of towing experience. The day ran
very smoothly and most of the filed got
away.

Day 4, 28/2. Towing was notto
be. It was up to Barn Hill ...
again. Light SEs saw all the
wind dummies go to the bottom, some faster than others.
Impatience did not payoff and
5 entrants also flew to the
bomb out paddock, but were
fortunate enough to be set up
again in time for the sea breeze
Tova Buaas-Hansen and Grant Heaney to arrive and push up all the
lift. There were a few curses
from visiting pilots as to what the day was
going to do. Helen /Ross flew brilliantly from the bomb out paddock as Grant
to get 37kms. Much to her distress no Heaney from Victoria and Helen Ross
other pilot flew more than 7kms, cancell- were climbing instead of sinking and then
ing the day as a valid round. Helen was had the gall to disappear over the back.
rewarded for her efforts with aT-shirt Eventually all entrants got away from the
from AirBorne Wind Sports. That eve- hill with myself winning the day with a
ning the local Bute ladies supplied us with flight of 36kms. The task was very cross
a delicious meal and Sue Hansen gave a wind which influenced Jenny Ganderton
seminar on cross country flying which I to fly to the east of a mountain range,
am sure most of the ladies found very calculating to land at the closest possible
point to the goal of Port Germein Gorge.
helpful.
Day 3, 27/2. We wake to the sound of rain
which cancelled the day's flying. Other
activities were sought. Fortunately the

Helen Smith-Ross

The task was a dog leg of 46kms. It was
head wind to the first turn point making
the task very diffici.llt 0 achieve. Jenny
Ganderton and Helen Ross both made it
to the goal fo Bute, with Helen winning on
time. The first pilots tq leave the paddock
were very disappointed to fmd the conditions improved later in the day with the
headwind decreasing. Jenny Ganderton
showed her experience and determination, as she was one of the fIrst pilots to
attempt the course whilst the headwind
was at its strongest.
Day 7,3/3. Another towing day, this time
at Burnsfield, further inland away from
the sea breeze. At 10 in the morning the
heat was already stifling. Gallons of water
and staminade were consumed. Although the sky was thriving with activity,
the lift on the tow was light. The task was
down wind to Owen, 76kms away. Pilots
started leaving the paddock fairly late and
the sky was very overclouded by the time
most pilots left. In contrast with the pre-

Much to everybody's delight Carol
Binder and Sharon Millard, entrants in
the recreational class were seen circling
at great heights on their way towards the
goal. They both had their first cross
country that day, flying distances greater
than most of the cross country pilots.
Sharon was heard to say that she achieved
4 personal bests, first time over the back,
highest height gain, longest time in the air
and the first time she has done more than
1 consecutive 360! Sharon and Carol
were rewarded with Air Born Windsports
and SAHGA T-shirts.
Day 5, 1/3. Please not Barn Hill again.
Yes, Barn Hill it was. Port Germein
Gorge was again the goal. Nobody was
going to get impatient today. So we all sat
on take-off watching the wind dummies
bomb out until the sea breeze pushed in
at about 3 0' clock starting a mad scramble
to take off. AJ Williams won the day,
flying 29.9kms, closely followed by Helen
Ross, Suzy Gniest and myself. Steve
Ramsay another local opened up his
home and pool for an entertaining evening. Unfortunately the weather was cool

Sharon Millard

I
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I think, as I am sure
most of the participants
do, that the competition
was a great success.
The organisation was
very thorough with
every care taken to
make the women as
comfortable as possible
in very harsh conditions. Due to the
weather we did not
achieve the great distances we hoped for,
but we flew every day
bar one. Many first
were achieved by the
Sue Hansen, towing, Burnsfield
pilots and I'm sure
nobody went home
vious day, this day was full of problems without learning something. Even if it
and delays. All 3 cars overheated, there was only how much fun competitions can
were weak link breaks, rope breaks and be.
then we all had a break to watch Avril's
accidental parachute deployment. I don't I watched the competition develop from
think anybody drew breath as we watched the very first words spoken about having
her descend and it seemed an exag- it. The amount of work and effort that
gerated time before the radio message went into it was tremendous. Jennifer
that Avril was OK. Jenny Ganderton was suitably organised so as to hand the
once again made goal with Suzy Gniest reigns over to Paul and Chris on the first
coming within 20kms of goal. This win day so she could fly herself. I stayed with
was enough to give Jenny first place in the Jennifer, Chris and Paul and watched the
comp and Suzy second.
non stop organisational activity. Paul and
Chris were great Directors, always
We were all collected and taken back to patient and helpful. I think I could speak
the Bute Sporting Complex for showers, on behalf of all the ladies in saying thank
meals and cold beers, to put us in the you for all your efforts.
mood for the festivities of Presentation
night. Paul and Chris made the presentations which were followed up by a group
photo session. It was like sitting in a Press
Conference with cameras flashing from
Thanks to the assistance and generous
all over the place.
support of many people we we,re able to
It was a fun evening, the music being sup- give entrants excellent facilities and first
plied by an impromptu collection of class prizes from a very small budget. Jon
musicians. Thanks to Randal Mathews, Ash and Peter Balis from SA supplied the
Claire Funnel, Kevin Cowie and Julius computer equipment for the competition
and spent a lot of time setting it all up. AJ
Makk for their great entertainment.
Williams did the scoring every evening
while the rest of us were already partying.
Lieth Silva
Stu Cameron from Canada and Randall
Mathews did a great deal of driving, especially for Birgit and myself and Stu
prepared a lot of the food for the BBOs.
Colwyn Millard from SA sacrificed a day
to drive up and down a dusty paddock
towing us into the air. Sue Hansen from
SA and Colwyn conducted seminars that
were both interesting and helpful. As you
can see there were a lot of people donating their time to the competition, too
many to mention in full. I am very grateful
to these people for their help in making
the competition a success.
Sponsorship was very generous, coming
form Hang Gliding businesses and from
the Bute Township. SAHGA and HGFA
donated $700 towards the competition.
The prize list below details the generosity
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Jennifer Baker
of the businesses. I am very thankful for
the support shown as without it we would
not have been able to supply the great
prizes that we did. I would like to conclude by thanking Chris Charters and
Paul Kelley for the many many hours of
work they put into the competition.
Thanks to Chris and Paul I was able to
enjoy my flying, confident that they had
everything under control and were running the competition efficiently.
Australian Women's Champion; Perpetual Trophy donated by Enterprise
Wings
1st X-country: VariolDigital Altimeter
donated by Sjostrom Electronic Systems, value $749
2nd X-country: 1 week's accommodation at Kokomo Beach House, Byron
Bay. Fully equipped with luxuries and
"toys", donated by Denis Cummings,
North Coast Avionics, value $420
3rd X-country: Cross country bag,
donated hy Larry Jones, South Coast
Hang Gliding. Map holder, donated by
Kevin Cowie, Sea Flite Marine
1st Recreational: $500 discount on new
glider, donated by Enterprise Wings
2nd Recreational: Flight gear bag,
donated by Mark Mitsos, Future Wings
3rd Recreational: Tandem flight and Tshirt, donated by Chris Boyce, Aerial
Technics
Day prizes: T-shirts donated by AirBorne Windsports, South Coast Hang
Gliding, Aerial Technics and SAHGA
Trophies: donated by Measdays Services, AS Harris & Sons, BL Lange & Co,
Servewell Supermarket, Aurobs
Newsmart, Greens Deli, Bute Hotel and
Sea Flite Marine

World Class FAI
Records
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Jenny Ganderton (Australia)
Foil 152C
Forbes Australia
14 February 1990

Overseas
Movements ...
Robbie Whittal has left Airwave to
join Firebird of Germany.

Certified Class 0 (Hang Glider)

Sub-Class 01 (Mono-flex)

Sub-Class 01 (Mono-flex)

Category: General

Category: Feminine

5. Speed over an out-and-return course of
100 km - 31.66 km/hr

1. Speed over a triangular course of 50km
-16.5 km/hr
Jenny Ganderton (Australia)
Foil 152C
Forbes Australia
15 January 1990
2. Distance via a single turn point - 100.3
km
Jenny Ganderton (Australia)
Foil 152C
Forbes Australia
20 January 1990
3. Distance over a triangular course 106.7km
Jenny Ganderton (Australia)
Foil 152C
Forbes Australia
23 January 1990

Steve Blenkinsop (Australia)
Magic Kiss
Forbes Australia
22 January 1990

Joe Bostick is now flying a Kiss 154
for Pacific Airwave and will be part
of the US team for the next World
Championships in Brazil, 21
February to 9 March 1991.
The British Team for the Worlds
has been selected as follows:
John Pendry,
European Champion 1990

Sub-Class 03 (Par ascending)
6. Distance in a straight line - 74.672 km
Andre Bucher (Austria)
CometCX
Horseshoe Meadows USA
28 August 1990

Bruce Goldsmith,
Superleague Champion 1990
Robbie Whittal,
World Champion 1989

Congratulations again to Jenny and Steve.
Jenny is hoping to claim the speed record
for her 100km triangle [3], as well as the
General Category record for her 25km
triangle speed.

Jes Flynn,
British Champion 1989
Peter Harvey
Robin Hamilton

L ___ _

Denis Cummings
F AI Co-ordinator

4. Speed over a 25km triangular course 26 km/hr

MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS
R.M.B. Hannam Vale Road, Lorne 2439
Phone (065) 56 9692
HANG GLiOI NG LESSONS AND EQU I PMENT

Just 4 hours North of Sydney

Students and Pilots !! We Offer:
0:
0:
0:
0:
0:
0:
0:

Full training all year round
Tow courses
Soon, Aero towing - subject to certification
Advanced soaring and thermal courses
Cross Country Courses
Accommodation and "Great Meals"
"Training" and soaring sites for every wind direction
All this within a 20km radius

Radios
"Regency" RR477 UHF Radios 5 watts (new)
Discounts for 3 or more
Voice-activated mikes

$50

Instruments
2 x Ball varios

Gliders

$600 ea

Market Place

We stock all current gliders for a complete test fly
AirBorne -

$480

"The Sting" the best finished and quickest to
assemble glider for beginner to intermediate
The Edge 582 Liquid Cooled Trike (not certified)
Enterprise - Combat 152C, Aero 170, Aero 150
Moyes XS, XS Easy, Mission 170

Aero 150 Race, brand new special price
Combat 152C, demo glider, 15 hours flight time
Mars 170
Gyro 160
XS 142, brand new

$2,700
$3,600
$800
$500
$4000

Trade-ins accepted on most gliders

"Make the Choice Yourself'
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The following is a proposal for modifying
the present rating system for hang glider
pilots which the W AHGA representative
will be presenting for discussion at the
forthcoming HGFA convention.
These suggestions are basically aimed at
eliminating problems that occur in all
states when new pilots attempt to become
recognised and graduate through a rating
system that we feel is too linear and one
dimensional in a sport that is now presenting several options to instructors and students. The student certificate, novice
rating and tow endorsement optionalextra, which are the focus of the proposed
modifications, assume that all students
undergo the same, or at least very similar
training, which is not the case. Around
Australia students are now learning hang
gliding purely on the coast, or purely on
hills inland, and even purely by towing.
They are, in fact, learning different forms
of flight, with different hazards, such as
air turbulence and water.
The problem that exists with the current
rating system is that all students are given
the same qualification covering all types
of flying when they have only been trained
in one. This encourages student and
novice pilots to get into situations that
they cannot handle, which leads to incidents.
The majority of students nationally are
achieving competence initially on the
coast at sites such as Stanwell Park. Their
progression to inland sites is generally
regarded as the next step in the learning
sequence, which requires further supervision. Whilst these new novice pilots
have the right to fly novice rated hills
inland without supervision, common
sense suggests to them that they should
seek supervision initially, so problems are
largely avoided. The current rating
method seems to protect them rather
well. Students learning inland however,
learn to consider progression to the coast
as a step down, and tend to seek no supervision for the transition, and incidents involving these new pilots on the coast seem
to be increasing.
In WA most students now learn the sport
through towing. With only 2 days training
in ground handling and launches!1andings
on slopes (as distinct from hills) these
pilots go on to become competent hang
glider pilots with respect to towing, but
are incapable of flying a hill. These pilots
cannot be recognised at all under the
present rating system, which is the
system's most important inadequacy from
ollr point of view.
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Our proposal involves the separation of
the student certificate into five endorsements that allow the students to be recognised for the type of flying they have
learned, but not for other types until they
have achieved those other endorsements.
The endorsements separate students who
have learned inland from those who have
learned on the coast. Within each of
these categories we further suggest that it
is appropriate to recognise low hills (less
than 50 feet for example; other suggestions would be welcome) and high hills as
different flying environments, because of
the vastly different width of the respective
lift bands. These flying environments
have significantly different hazards with
different risks that justify a requirement
of supervision during the transition, and
so are worth separate endorsements.
Naturally all of these would be separated
from towing, giving five categories in all.
Those aspects of student training that
remain common to all categories, such as
the entire current list of student certificate theory requirements, and practical
requirements relating to assembly and
preflight of the glider, would remain as
requirements that must be completed by
all students. To award a student certificate an instructor would need to sign off
both the common student requirements
section, and anyone of the endorsements.
This would qualify the student to fly only
sites or methods covered by that endorsement. If a student were to cover the requirements of two or more endorsements
they would be awarded both or several,
and be qualified for all those forms of
flight. After achieving the student certificate on a minimum of one endorsement
with an instructor, the student would then
be eligible to have all other endorsements
signed off by an advanced pilot rather
than an instructor. The only exception to
this would be the students issued with a
student certificate on a tow endorsement;
these students would be required to obtain their first hill endorsement under
professional instruction also. A student
could fly sites and methods not covered
by their endorsements, but only under
supervision in order to obtain the signatures to achieve those other endorsements.

If these modifications seem a little complex, then that's a bit of an illusion. the
changes required to make them work are
very minimal. A slightly redesigned student certificate/novice rating form such
as the one illustrated is sufficient. Firstly,
the common student requirements need
to appear as a unit in the top half of the

form for all students to complete. The
four hill endorsements require completion of the same practical tasks, so the
only alteration necessary is the provision
of four columns for collecting signatures
instead of one. The practical requirements for completing the current novice
rating, after attainment of the student certificate, all relate to flight in general, and
need no alterations at all. The tow endorsement remains unchanged also, except
that it could be issued to pilots as a part
of the student certificate rather than in
addition to it as is currently required.
Referring to the student certificate/novice rating form as illustrated the,
it can be seen that all students must have
completed the "Student Certificate" section. In addition, they must have completed anyone or more of the "Hill
Endorsements" OR the "Tow Endorsement" OR both. Students with only a tow
endorsement could go on to complete the
entire novice rating with just a tow endorsement. Students with a hill endorsement
cold also complete the novice rating on
one endorsement only, however it would
be encouraged that students would have
completed at least two and preferably all
four hill endorsements at the time of
being awarded a novice rating. In order
to be awarded an intermediate rating,
completion of all four hill endorsements
would be mandatory. Tow pilots with no
hill endorsements could not be awarded
an intermediate rating until completion of
the hill endorsements, but then they have
no need of one until they want to fly hills.

If other methods of teaching become
recognised in the future, such as aerotowing for example, they can easily be incorporated into this two dimensional
qualification system, by simply being
added to the list of endorsements
proposed here. Its a very flexible system
that we believe could eliminate a great
many problems encountered by new
pilots today and in the future, without
adding unacceptable complexity to the
current system.

An outline of these proposals has been
sent to each state association, in addition
to this publication, in order to facilitate
informed discussion by state representatives on behalf of their members. A
significant input of views from the general
membership through their state representatives will greatly enhance the chances of some modifications along the lines
of those proposed, being achieved at the
coming convention. Otherwise I guess we
wait till next year.

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION of AUSTRALIA
R 508 / 161 Gloucester St. Sydney 2000. Tel(02) 251 2704

I,

II

______________________

I

INSTRUCTOR DECLARATION:

I, (lnstructo(. name)
HEREBY CERTIFY that theahove pilot hal completed aU the requirements of thlo rating lOan

SIGNED

STUDENT CERTIFICATE
1.

Completes

offioeuse

DATE __________

student

(instructol'

certificate

theory

only)

Date

Instructor HGFA No

requirements .

2. Ccrrectiy ates up and braaks down gllu.:tl. harne~s
and all other equ ipment used and prepares glider for
transport.

.3 . Correctly pre-flight checks the gilder and harness
and understands the reasons for the checks.
4. Completes at least one of the hili endorsements
below, or completes the towing endorsement .

HILL ENDORSEMENT
1. Correctly assesses
2. Shows consistently
3. Shows consistently
4 . Shows consistently
wind .
5. Demonstrates good
correct airspeeds for

(Instructor must sign at least one endorsement)

conditions for
suitability.
good take-oil technique from hili launch In nlll wind.
good take-off technl .~ue from hili launch In moderate wind.
good take-all technique from hili launch In slightly crossed
directional control and shows ability to fly gilder at the
situation and conditions .

COASTAL HILL
Less than 50 feet
More than 50 feet
Date
Supervisor
Date
Supervisor

INLAND HILL
Less than 50 feet More than 50 feet
Date
Supervisor Date
Supervisor

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

TOW ENDORSEMENT

(Instructor or tow examiner)

1. Completes the tow endorsement as

NOVICE

Date Examiner HGFA No

per aHached

(Adv. pilot or Instructor can sign)

r..r;.

recovery from

mild stall.

I
I
I

HANDHELD RADIOS
Get safe, communicate with other aircraft. ICOM A-20 handheld aircraft
band VHF radio. Full 720 channels, it
even has a navigation function. Many
free extras including case and charger.
Colour brochure available.
NEW LOW PRICE
ICOM A-20 $755.00
Post $ 10

ICOM IC-40G
Just out, a powerful & very advanced UHF handheld radio,
50% more power output than the
original IC-40, clear digital LCD
display, full scan facility & backlight. OK with 12 volts.
LIMITED STOCK $590.00 Post $ 10
USTRALIAN "303"
PROTECTANT
--....~..-Protect your investment with 303
sunshield. Acts like a suntan lotion for
your hang glider. Easy to apply, spray on
and wipe off . We guarantee it will extend
the life of your sail fabric or your money
back! Lasts for months.
1 LITRE ONLY $24.00
Post extra
PRECISION PROPELLERS
Is your trike prop working for you or
against you ? Precision props are
smoother & more efficient than most other
propellers. Ground adjustable pitch. Composite leading edge protection available
($19 per blade), BCAR oS· approved.
2 Blade $ 399.
3 Blade $ 535.
Post $ 25

HALL AIRSPEED
The ideal, portable airspeed indicator,
comes with cover bag. Bracket $9.00.
THE ORIGINAL HALL $33.00 Post $ 3

4. Shows consistently good landing technique In
moderate wind, showing confident ground handling and correct " parking " and exit from gilder
5. Shows good ability to plan and set up a land·
Ing approach I ntoa pre-determined landing area

NEED TRIKE INSURANCE ?I
Phone for a quote

6. Has logged 2 flights from at least 200' AGL.
7. Has at least six logged days each showing
R.L2llJ!. flights of minimum 20 minutes off a tow
OR 20 mins soaring on a hill.
Note that an instructor must sign off one ,.f the
soaring flights.

Equipment
Guide

ULTRACOM HELMETS
Individual helmets, radio interface cables,
push to talk systems, ICOM interface
cables and remote VH F aerials (with coax
cable) all available from UFM.
CALL FOR A GREAT PRICE

3. Shows consistently good landing technique In
light wind, showing good approach speed and
strong flare.

r

I

Date Supervisor HGFA No

1. Shows competance and confidence In tu .· nln9
flight up to 180 degrees.

2. Shows correct

-- ----•
--Aviator'S

. ---- -- --..
I

HGFANo. _________

ADDRESS

acxeptoblelevel.

I

I

Alms : .1 To certify that the pilotlw ...ched an HGFAapprovecilevel of competency.
bl To ensure that the pilot has developed sufficient oItiUo,""J"'ri<n<eand knowledge
to aUow hlm/h... 10 fly safely without Instructor supervillion at aultobly ratalsilea.
c) To ensure an aooeptable knowledge of 81ght rules, procecIureaand HGFA regulations.
~~NAM~

•

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES

I

I

SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083
FAX (03) 431-1869
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Accident Reports
No.1
Ashley Wilmott
18.7.90
Foil 152C
Intermediate, 400 + hrs
experience
Site:
Gap Beach, Smoky Cape NSW
Conditions:
Strengthening NNE, 25-30 kts
Damage to glider: broken upright, keel and
leading edge
Injury:
Fractured radius, strained
neck, numerous abrasions
Cause of accident: Complete disregard for
obviously worsening
conditions. Severe turbulence
made landing hazardous
Pilot:
Date:
Glider:
Pilot rating:

On one of those rare north-easters that happen
along in the middle of winter, we decided to drive
out from Crescent Head to Gap Beach to see if it
might be happening. Gap Beach is a fickle site that
requires exacting conditions, due to a low take off
and a large spur to the north that can throw off a
mean rotor if the wind hasn't got enough east in it.
I've flown the place heaps and knew all this, but the
prospects of flying this rarely on site in winter was
exciting, nt to mention the possibility of height gains
of up to 2000' in ridge lift that can be all used up in
an endless series of aerobatic manoeuvers and still
be able to work your way up again for more.
As we descended the 4WD track that is getting less
negotiable with time, we could see that the heavily
white capped sea probably meant that yet again we
had made a trip here in vain. At take off this was
apparent, we were in a wind shadow of about 15
knots, somewhat gusty, but belying the strength and
direction of what was apparent just offshore. I
began to set up, you know, just in case things
changed. Wayne followed suit, but more slowly and
behind me. Richard had no such intention, and sat
there in amazement as I climbed into my harness
and did a hang check, spouting some absurdity like,
·If its too rough, I'll just land·. I didn't think to ask
myself, WHERE?
About 20 seconds after launch when I got hit by the
first bit of turbulence as I was heading out to the
·elevator· at the end of the ridge, I realized I had
made ajudgment error. Five minutes later, hanging
on five hundred feet up from getting blown over the
back into a series of small unlandable valleys and

----~~--------~

\,

getting blasted by almost unmanageable rotor, I
started thinking that this could be my last flight.
Two possibilities, either land on the beach in front
of me in the rotor, or gain enough height to go over
the back and land as far south of Smoky Cape
lighthouse as possible. The latter was a formidable
prospect, first I would have to dive into a bowl that
would be even more turbulent, and assuming I did
that safely, I would be landing downwind of the
biggest peak on a presumably deserted beach.
I opted to land on Gap Beach, in full view of my
companions who wisely had assessed the conditions
by watching this wind OJ JMMY and had proceeded
no further in setting up. Seeing me head out to land
after I worked up the courage to do so, they started
making their way down to the beach to help me out.
Things got worse as I got lower. I was doing involuntary turns back into the cliff and dropping a
hundred feet at the same time. I managed to get out
over the beach with my altitude fluctuating wildly,
but at least I wasn't in the water or the rocks. Then
everything went quiet and all of a sudden I was
tearing up the beach. I remember thinking, "This is
gonna be a fast one, its smooth now, land before you
get hit again ..... Then 20 feet from touchdown, I
got picked up and thrown sideways at the sand. My
attempt at a flare only resulted in hitting full speed
with both arms on the uprights, and I ended up in a
crumpled heap with my mouth and sunglasses filled
with most of Gap Beach.
Wayne was not long in coming, and after unclipping
me, proceeded to restrain the madly flapping diver.
I threw off my helmet and sunnies to attempt to
remove the sand from my eyes, and staggered up,
one arm hanging limp, neck not far from being
broken, and promptly got c10nked on the head by
the flailing leading edge. ·Don't let the sail rip·, I
moaned from another crumpled heap.
There is nothing to learn from this tale, because if
you ignore all the blatantly obvious signs of
dangerous conditions, then you deserve to get hurt.
Thanks to Wayne, Nikki and Richard for having to
deal with getting me out of there and rescuing my
kite.

No.2
Pilot:
Rating:ng:
Glider:
Site:

Steve Johnson
Intermediate
Foil 170B Race
Pt Glorious
(Sunshine
Coast) 980' ASL
Conditions:
Light & Variable
NE
Glider damage:
Broken Keel &
Scratches
Pilot injury:
None
Cause of accident: Pilot complacency
during takeoff
allowing nose to
pop and glider to
stall
The information above appears rather
boring and mundane considering no injury
occurred to myself. However, the takeoff at
Pt Glorious is from a ramp at the top of a
very steep cliff face and quite frankly it was
a miracle that I did not sustain serious injury. It has been stressed time and time
again the importance of putting in a hard
run during take-off and remaining aware of
your glider's attitude. (Angle of attack)
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The feeling of ·Falling off" a ramp on top of a cliff
and smashing back into the face of sheer rock is
something I'll never forget. Taking off should llCllCI
be rushed. My thanks to my flying friends, Willy,
Pete, Ian and Dave for extracting me from my
precarious perch and for describing in detail the
many mistakes I made during that terrible takeoff.

No.3
Pilot:
Site:
Date:
Wind:

Rolf Damm
Mt Tamborine
26.6.90
W, 12 knots gusting to 18 knots
at time of takeoff
Foil 160B Racer
Glider:
Injury:
Fractured and dislocated
shoulder, sprained elbow and
clavicle
Glider damage: nil
Pilot experience: 3 years, 160 hours, knows this
site well

Takeoff as expected, rough and quite bumpy. 1000'
above takeoff the air was much smoother. Flight
lasted for 2 hours. Noticed no more pilots took off
after me. Radio communication with pilots on
ground indicated winds had freshened and gusts
increased. Air at top deceptively smooth and lift
increasing.
Discussed with ground pilots the wisdom of electing
a bottom landing because of prevailing conditions inconclusive. Decided to go for top landing in large
paddock off Holt Road. Ground party of pilots
agreed to ·watch me come in·; they saw it all!
Flight to landing paddock as expected, rough turbulence from 300' down to last 50'. Set up approach
perfectly. Had the bar pulled in maximum (on to
thighs); speed - great, height loss to approaching
landing spot perfect. Dropped legs down then later
moved hands (one at a time) from base bar to
upright. There is a powerful pull on the Foil from
the reflex when the base bar is right back to the
knees. I didn't, or would not or could not sustain
this same pressure on the uprights as I had on the
base bar. From now on things happened very quickly and I lost control of the kite. As second hand got
to upright the pressure on reflex (which was on
max.) was eased a lot - nose went up - rapid trade
off of forward speed for height (height above
ground increased from some 4' to 12' - then a gust
hit the right wing more than the left - right wing
lifted up and put me in a quick tum for a fast
downwind landing. I saw I was going to have a bad
one but experience has by now taught me to let go
of everything just before impact - this minimises
damage to kite and to self.
Pilots say the wind on the ground was 5 to 8 knots.
This is unusually strong for that large paddock close
to Holt Road. I am most grateful and thankful to
the other pilots who then took over. They got an
ambulance and packed up my kite and drove my car
home for me. Thanks particularly to Ian McDade.
Note: For some 12 months now I had noticed I was
getting into this habit of the kite gaining height after
transferring my hands form the base bar to the
uprights. I have noticed a lot of other Foil pilots do
the same thing. It is true to say when in hang it is
not possible to pull the base bar back far enough to
get max. speed. In most flying conditions I had
gotten away with it. The Foil has excellent steerage
control when flying at speed coming in to land. To
date I am not sure of the cause of this accident; I
am sure the gust on my right wing had more influence over the kite than my pilot input. I admit
flying conditions on the day were ·advanced·, but
many a pilot has experienced the problems of inad-

,
I

vertantly flying in conditions beyond their and/or
their kite's ability.

No. 4
Joe Incognito (ssh - don't tell
anyone)
Intermediate: 2 years, 75 hours
Rating:
Altair
Glider:
Known Damage: Mangled A-frame, bent
noseplates
Nil
Pilot injury:
15.4.90
Date:
It isn't one
Site:

Pilot:

I was taking an inexperienced pilot down to Portsea
for a refamiliarisation flight since it had been a year
since he had last soared. On the way down, the wind
direction looked doubtful so we stopped along the
way at a small beach front slope that faced into the
wind. Since this glider was relatively unfamiliar to
me, had just been overhauled and is not used often,
(it is one of our club gliders at Melbourne uni) we
decided to glide off this little (30-40 ft high) slope
to make sure it flew ok and to give Andrew a chance
to blow away the cobwebs. Although Andrew did
ok, I found the glider to be slow and mushy at trim,
and on one occasion wouldn't roll out of a slight turn
until I 'landed' still left wing low. Although these
are all the symptoms of a glider trimmed close to
stall, (the hang loops were secured in the original
standard position) I was a bit suspicious, and an
inspection revealed left hand battens 2 and 3 to be
under the leading edge. With this rectified, I did
another glider, this time with a little more speed
pulled on, and, although I didn't try a left turn and
correction, it seemed to be a whole lot more responsive.

After this the wind picked up to 15-20 knots square
on, and it looked like the slope might be soarable
though the beat was only about 20 metres long. I
decided to give it a go.
Straight after takeoff I let the bar out to trim,
nudged the glider tot he right and got to the end of
the beat just maintaining above the slope. I then
nudged it gently left for another pass. At this point
Andrewyelled something (which later transpired to
be 'pull in!' - surprise, surprise) I then got the feeling
it wasn't going to roll out so I pulled the bar in and
flung my weight to the right. I just hung there
desperately locked in one corner of the A-frame
while the glider performed a nice gentle stall turn
straight back into the hill - crunch! - sounds of
breaking aluminium and deflating ego.

out ~fu; ·~:~;;~L ~b~~::m)~

At first I blamed the glider, but this kite has been
safely flown by student pilots on a number of occasions. I subsequently found out that a lot of older
gliders such as Mega 2's, Bandits etc are trimmed
close to stall and need to be flown with positive bar
pressure to maintain proper control. As student
pilots have a tendency to fly fast anyway, there isn't
a problem there. But for pilots who have learnt on,
or have been flying, gliders which are trimmed to fly
a few knots faster than stall, it pays to remember the
gap between trim position and stall is often narrower on older gliders. (I know of one experienced
pilot who had a similar mishap in a Mega 2)

This accident capped off a pretty miserable week'the previous Sunday I parked my GTR on the face
of Spion Kop after scratching too low and too close
in a light crosswind. Both these accidents resulted
from trying to extract maximum airtime in dodgy
situations. The accident with the Altair shows how
an initially safe approach to flying quickly turns
dangerous when the lure of an extended flight is
dangled in front of a complacent pilot.

Another contributing factor was flying in para position in a harness that was possibly suspended too
low. When I had to make a severe correction and
pull on speed at the same time, I found the position
of my body prevented me from pulling in further.
What makes this accident particularly dumb, is that
prior to attempting to soar, I had already worked

I

FUTURE WINGS
parag I id i ng

~

SPRING
CLEARANCE.
SALE
46 GEORGE AVE BULLI NSW 2516 AUSTRALIA

in my enthusiasm to stay aloft, flew it theway I would
a more familiar glider. Perhaps subconsciously I
thought that fIXing those battens had really cured
the glider's 'problem'. To top it off was the irony of
the experienced pilot being told by the novice 'pull
in! pull in!'

No.5
One occasionally hears of fellow hang-gliding pilots
landing in trees, being caught in rotors, having to
deploy a chute ... Of course we don't like to consider
that nay of these events would ever occur fOf OUfselves. It's the great Aussie philosophy "She'll Be
Alright, Mate'" which pulls many of us through
situations when the going gets a bit tough. However, in hang gliding, it's not quite the same. There's

Brauniger paragliding varia
$500
Flash (tube) harness with
near-new parachute - medium $750
Flashlite (webbing) harness
- medium
$500
Airwave race harness
- medium
$650
Sabre 165 hang glider,
dacron, immaculate
$800
Skyline AC22 paraglider,
high performance,
Gutesiegal Class 2.3
$2,750
Future Wings T-shirts
Long sleeved T-shirts
Rugby shirts
Sweatshirts

$20
$25
$30
$35

Please note: paragliders will only be sold
to pilots with a recreational licence,

TEL (042) 674570

FAX (042) 681101
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no room for the "No Worries" philosophy, as its
likely to act against you when you're least expecting
it to.
BE PREPARED, ANYTIIING COULD HAPPEN!
As a novice pilot with a minute amount of airtime

to my credit, I feel that my one off experience of
landing in trees is worthy of mention to all fellow
pilots. The circumstances which led tot he occurrence of the incident should be well noted, and
hopefully there is something for us all to learn.
Date:
7.4.90
Site:
Cambewarra Lookout
Rating:
Student
Glider:
Mars 170
Wind:
V. light - dead on
Glider damage:
2 broken leading edges, tom sail
Pilot injury:
none
Reasons for accident: ...
... This flight from Cambewarra was my first ever
high glider. Earlier during the day, I'd observed as
some of the boys flew the ridge at Saddleback. Due
to the nature of the wind, takeoff would have been
a bit bumpy for a first-timer, so after some discussion, it was decided that I should wait.
Mid afternoon, a decision was made that Cambewarra was likely to be on, and by 5.3Opm, we were
at the lookout takeoff area with gliders set up,
briefing complete and pilots ready to go.
At 2500', I considered it quite a step up from yippee
jumps in Farmer Bob's paddock at Albion Park.
But I felt ready, confident and very keen to fly. I'd
listened with intent during the briefing, understanding well the nature of my task.
"Fly straight out, then when you get above those
trees down there, tum right and fly directly to the
landing paddock. Keep flying to the end of the
paddock, then do a tum to face your landing area.
Pull on speed, look at the windsock and fly into the
wind. A big flare when you land; it'll be just like in
the paddock.

It was getting late and the light would
be dimming soon. Glider check - okay.
Hang check - okay. Radio on - okay. I
could hardly believe it ... I was about to
fly!
No worries with takeoff, it was as
smooth as my husband's custard and
the fifteen minute flight was a most
magical experience. As I flew closer to
the landing paddock, my instructor
made contact with the radio which was
set up to enable me to receive, but not
send, messages. I was flying very well,
apparently.
My instructor was positioned at the
closest end of the landing paddock
which was about 200 metres long. I
flew steadily to the end of the paddock
and set my flight path as a left hand
tum to face landing area - then in to
land .

Much to my astonishment, the directions which I was receiving over the
radio said to tum RIGHT. I didn't tum, not believingthat RIGHTwas correct, and kept flying straight
ahead ... uncertain as to which way to tum. By this
stage, I was flying over the trees which were growing
along the banks of a creek. My instructor was saying
(over the radio) "Come on, tum now, you've got to
tum RIGHT" ... my logic was saying "no, you've got
to tum LEFT" ... my rationale was saying "Look, do
as you're told. Anyway who are you to question an
experienced instructor?"
I looked left, puzzled as to why I shouldn't be turning in that direction ... and turned right. Instructor
feedback was positive. I didn't understand. Advice
over the radio was all affirmative. Coming out of
the tum, there were trees between me and the
landing paddock. "Am I really supposed to be
here?"
I seemed to have a fair bit of height, but how fast
does a Mars 170 sink anyway?? Quickly, I realised
that a Mars sinks FAST!
There was no way that I'd
make it over the trees. My
first thought was "damn!
He told me to tum right and
he meant LEFT". My
second thought was "How
can I make this crash as
comfortable as possible?"
Mind you, all this was happening within seconds - not
a lot of time for long,
drawn-out thoughts.

OUR small HANDLE

IS YOUR ANSWER
TO BIG PROBLEMS!
Get a handle on your safety.
Call or WIite TODAY for details
of a plane-saving parachute to
suit your aircraft. Models
available to fit all amateur
built aircraft, ultralights
and hang gliders.

Avtex P1Y LTD .
Balllsuc Recovery Systems Division
Balllna Nrport. Balllna N.S.w. 2478
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SOI'1E TRE E. LANDING-S ARE BETTER
THAN OTHERS. _••

Ph (066) 86 7991
Fax (066) 86 S506

The trees were tall and the
best I could do was select
what looked to be the safest
place to crash into them. It
seemed incredible, I was
going to crash . I never
thought it would happen to
me, but here I was ... crashing.
I approached the trees with
a fair speed, having selected
a spot where there didn't
look to be any branches beckoning out toward me. In
I went ... it was all happening so quickly ... both wingtips were about to collide
with the branches on either
side when I gave an almigt.ty heave on the A-

frame to flare the glider - only instants before impact.
Suspended about four metres up, I dangled from
the glider A-frame for about ten minutes, till my
rescuers arrived on the scene and helped the glider
and myself down. My thanks to the ACT paragliding boys who acted so gallantly. Luckily I'd not been
impaled upon any tree limbs, in fact, I'd suffered not
even a scratchy. The glider didn't get off so lightly
tho - 2 broken leading edges, sail tears and a $450
bill. It was dark as we arrived back at the road. The
glider was looking a bit ragged but myself no worse
off for the experience.
After conversation with the instructor, the situation
became clearer. It seemed that from where he was
standing, he did not have a true impressions of
where I was flying. In relation to him, my apparent
position was considerably closer than my actual
position. So when he TIIOUGHT I was over the
paddock, I was in fact flying over the trees.
Since then, either the winds have been westerly, or
I've been enjoying other adventures with my husband (pilot - intermediate). Apart from some low
glides on the 6' sand dunes at Port Kembla beach,
I've not flown but am eagerly anticipating a long,
flyable summer.
In retrospect, after conference with the instructor,
we feel the following to be the causative factors of
my accident. Hopefully, the reader won't make the
same mistakes.
o

Lack of two way communication between pilot
and instructor;

o

Takeoff very late in afternoon when visibility was
reduced;

o

Firm belief in instructor's ability beyond objectivity (lack of critical appraisal);

o

Instructor relaying incorrect instructions;

o

Instructor failing to have appropriate alternative
plan 'B' to briefed plan 'A' (options in briefing
were strictly limited to a single flight plan and no
alternative plan was discussed should the flight
not go as expected);

o

Position of instructor to pilot no appropriate for
proper assessment of pilot's position - limited by
the use of car radio - a handheld would have been
more mobile;

o

Pilot not trained for successful judgement of the
sink rate in straight and turning flight of the glider
used.

If you can't
beat 'em ...
Marie
In reply to the note 'heard on the
hill ... "My girlfriend said she'd
leave me if I went flying one more
time ... I'm sure going to miss her'"
My comment "If you can't beat
them, join them."

I - """"iIOI~agle EyeS"flight glasses - I
$96 plain, $136 prescription, $156 Bi-focal I
I Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
I
Electronic Tow Meters - $165
I
Holiday Beach House at Bryon Bay
I
ISpa, catamaran,
surfboards & skis - $320 p.w.
I
(excl. Xmas)
I
I
North Coast Avionics
I
Denis Cummings
I
PO Box 741
I
Byron Bay 2481
Ph (066) 856287

L- - - - - - - - - -

I have been watching
and photographing my
husband's paragliding feats
for the last four years and it
always gave me an exhilarating feeling.

Casio Sports
AltimeterIBarometer Watch.
Now you can check your height (or Scuba
diving depth), monitor barometric pressure
as well as conventional features like dualtime, stop watch, countdown timer and
alarm. Unique features include an altitude
(or depth) alarm, maximum height memory
and dual metre/ feet readouts.

I am proud to say that the
dream of flying has
become a reality; I've made
the step and taken to the air.
Watch out guys; the girls are
coming.
Sincerely
Catherine Gilliand
PS. Enclosed is a photo of my
husband Yvesm flying at
Stanwell Park in July '90.

I

~

$189 Certified Postage Paid.
===f=f=f"::=-===-ff:... Pet-2000

Tachometer I Hour Meter.
Manufactured by Japans top tachometer
manufacturer, the Pet-2ooo is perfect for
all makes of two-stroke engines.
Simple wiring. A single sender antennalead is simply coiled around the spark
plug lead. No power source required.
A must for accurate engine and airframe
logs. (AUF Operations Manual Sect: 5.05)
Tamperproof, total engine time cannot be
erased. Ideal for flight schools or clubs.
. Size: 44L x 61W x 120 mm.

• + or - 10 RPM accuracy.

o to

20,000 RPM range.

$165 Certified Post Paid

Ultra-Prop Composit Propellers.
Pitch adjustable, universal hub design, L & R rotation,
Replaceable blades 52" to 59" dia. Super tough, smooth
running. Proven on thousands of Ultralights worldwide.
•
•
•
•

102 2 Blade Propeller &
103 3 Blade Propeller &
104 4 Blade Propeller &
Brolga Blades $35 each,

Spinner $325 •
Spinner $399
Spinner $475
extra.

Certified Postage
to any point in
Australia $13

Ultra Props Australia
Coombes Rd. RMB 1340 Torquay. 3228 .
Fax: (052) 61 4048 Ph: (052) 61 2123.
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Overseas Notes
Condensed from August Hang Gliding

Larry Tudor breaks 300 Mile
Barrier!
Seven years after becoming the first hang
glider pilot to break the 200 mile cross
country barrier, Larry Tudor has now become the first hang glider pilot to fly more
than 300 miles. On July 3, 1990 Larry
launched from Hobbs, New Mexico at
11.05am and nearly 9 hours later completed an incredible flight of 301 miles,
landing in Elkhart, Kansas.
Larry had been in the Hobbs area for
about a month in pursuit of a 300 mile
world record flight. He was cosponsored
in the attempt by Jerry Forburger, inventor and manufacturer ofthe ATOL truck
towing system, which Larry used to
launch on all of his record attempts from
Hobbs, and by Wills Wing, Inc. which
supplied the production HP AT 158's on
which Larry made all of his record attempt flights. Larry's best attempt during
the month of June had been a 268 mile
flight that left him just one or two thermals
short of a world record distance. Subseq uent to that, and two weeks before his
record flight, Larry's glider was destroyed
in an automobile accident. On July 1st he
made the first flight on his replacement
glider and flew 235 miles. On the next day
he flew 255 miles, and on the day after
that, completely exhausted from two consecutive days of 200 plus mile flights and
all night retrieves, Larry cracked off his
301 mile flight.

Perhaps even more remarkable than his
flight of 301 miles was the fact that Larry
declared his intended landing point in
Elkhart prior to the flight, and therefore
will qualify for both the open distance
world record and the world record for
flight to a declared goal.

Kari Castle Sets Altitude
Gain Record
On July 11, Kari Castle (1988 and 1989 US
National Champion) established a new
women's world altitude gain record of
12,001 feet flying a Magic Kiss Full Race
154.

It was thought the pilot's hang loop may

have hooked over the quick pin handle
during the wingovers, as another pilot had
reported rmding, during hang checks on
two separate occasions, a hang loop
caught on his own pin's handle. .
Although the quick release carabiner is
rated at 10,000 Ibs subsequent tests found
that the handle broke at only 650 Ibs.
Once the handle was broken the external
shaft of the pin was all that remained to
be dislodged during zero load, which
could occur during aerobatic maneuvers
or moderate to strong thermal conditions.

The flight originated from Hobbs, NM
airport and was achieved using the
"Gibbo Skyhook" truck towing system.
The previous record stood at 10,700 feet
and was set in 1979.

Equipment Failure Leads to
a Fatality
An American pilot, Clarence Shue lost his

life on June 3rd when he fell from his
glider after a quick-release carabiner
failure.
The pilot was executing a series of wingovers prior to landing when he became
separated from the glider. He was seen
hanging from the base bar by his hands,
but then fell some 150-200 feet to his
death as a thermal caused the glider to
wingover.

Stan well Park, p. by Dave Bolliger
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The committee met on 1st and 2nd September at Bright, NE Victoria. An agenda and minutes have been submitted to
Skysailor and are available on request.
The meeting was preceded by some
remarkably unstable weather. Friday
afternoon found Brian 'what's wing
loading' Webb in the fortunate position
of being able to consistently look down
on Ian 'spot landing' Ladyman from a
comfortable 1000ft above launch. Mystic Bowl in Bright was delivering the
goods yet again.

which a lot of very useful and valuable
ground was covered. The foundations for
a thriving, responsible and organised
sport are assuredly being laid.

Mind you the hour break for lunch was
nothing less than a stampede up the hill.
Seriously though folks, congratulations to
the Committee for an excellent meeting in

Terry Lee, left above & Stuart Andrews
soaring above Thredbo

Ian Ladyman was heard afterwards to
be gasping '38 square b .... metres'. Rick
'death sport' Wilson, Heinz
'benzeknees' Gloor and his supporting
cavalry were seen furiously driving
around trying to fInd the track up Mystic, striving to get to the launch before
the conditions died, bad luck chaps, heh
heh!

.0

Many thanks to those fresh, new pilots
who attended what must have seemed a
boring, bureaucratic affair. It's the
feedback from these very pilots that will
tune the aims of the sport for the betterment of all paraglider pilots.
For all our back slapping it would serve
us well to remember that without the
knowledge and experience of the Hang
Gliding fraternity made so freely available to us, our jobs would be considerably more diffIcult.
They have done virtually all of the spade
work over the past fifteen years, often at
a cost beyond counting. We owe them a
great debt and perhaps in the future we
may have the opportunity to repay it.

Ian 'wow it looked epic from the Hume
highway' Jarman turned up at midnight
as usual.

Let us not abuse their generosity or their
sites.

The meeting opened on Saturday to
another epic day. I salute the dedication and fortitude of the paragliding sub
committee in remaining in their seats.

Ed's Note: Copies of Minutes available
on request; summary to be printed in
Skysailor next issue.

Brian Webb

From Suncoast Hang Gliders
The "BULLETT" and Introducing The "ESCAPE POD"
Utilizing an aluminum frame with CG Slider controlled by
the foot stirrup, the "Bullett" gives you total support with
room to move the legs and feet.
The controllable CG Slider allows for head down speed
runs, adjustable limited by shoulder cord and cleat, and
shoulder up landings.
The "Bullett" uses the jacket style top zipper opening at
side or front (optional) and safety buckles.
The bottom zipper
remains central.

A basic SUpp. (Humpback) shape pod
with "Bullett" style front entry.
. Zipper and seat belt buckles that allows
you easy entry and ESCAPE in emergency

October intro price $520

FEATURES
Minimum frontal
proflle
Complete internal
safety webbing
includes chest and
leg loops
Storage compartments for glider bag, camera and snacks, radio
Parachute, side or front option
S~ basic sizes with adjustable leg loops, shoulder pads and
strrrup make for easy resale
Single parachute webbing main riser
Car and aero tow loops

Price $750

Suncoast Hang Gliders,
Dales Road,
Palmwoods Qld 4555
Fax & Ph: (074) 459185
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Tyrolean World Masters 1990
Pre-comp to the Womens World Hang Gliding Championships
by Birgit Svens
Thanks to HGFA I got the opportunity to attend this
pre-world comp, though I would be the only Aussie
woman.
On arrival, 1st June, the weather was beautiful for flying.
Before putting my feet down at the train station in Kufstein
(20kms from Kossen) in the late afternoon, hang gliders
and paragliders were seen high up in the sky. Myexpectations for good mountain/alpine flying were raised. More
so as I had had good flying there in 1985. As days went by,
the hope of practising alpine flying went. But I also wished
to have more hours in the Foil 152C as I normally fly a Foil
150B. (I'd like to thank Enterprise Wings for the loan.)
The problem was that the CLOUD BASE came down!
Ofthe 83 pilots 12 were women, from Britain, Switzerland,
France and myself from Australia. Drew Cooper was
involved in organizing the camp, but also advising Aussies
where to get residential thermals in the alps. Thank you
Drew. The scoring was based on the Aussie system.
The comp started Saturday 9th June at 9am briefmg and re-briefing and eventually a cancelled day due to bad weather. The
forecast the next day was even
worse. Activity announced:
video, ie First World Hang
Gliding comp in Kossen 1976,
which was a good laugh, but
also brought up thoughts such
as the development hang gliding has had since then. Tony
Armstrong from Stanwell
Park put on some videos from
Australia, so I felt at home.

Low cloudbase at Kossen
by the lifts. One group to top station and one to middle station
of the Unterberg. Everybody hurried to set up so we would be
ready when the inversion lifted. The task-setting committee kept
shortening the task distance as time went closer to mid afternoon. The earlier optimism
changed to pessimism as the
Fohn 'invaded' with a lowering of the cloud base. (The
weather phenomenon in the
valleys were incredible to
watch. Unfortunately I did
not waste comp film on it.)

Monday saw gliders
transported up to middle station, but the rain started
before 12 o'clock re-briefmg,
so there we were ... doing alternative activities.
Tuesday 12th June. We (83
pilots) were actually going up

Rain and then more rain,

Launch, middle station on the Unterberg, Kossen

I
t~

We ended up with ridge
soaringllight thermals and a
spot landing with prize
money. No one hit the spot
with an approved landing.
Wednesday. The excellent
weatherman could not give
us any hope for the next days
so the organizers put the
continuation of the comp up
middle station Kossen
for vote. The result was a
cancellation of the comp with half the entry money
refunded. Most of the pilots left that day except Britts and
Aussies and, of course, the locals.
I was still desperate the following day to have a reasonable
flight but ended up flying a soaking wet Foil and ... shortest
time in the air I have ever had, to the landing field in
Kossen.
Friday. Cloud base still below middle station when I left
in the late afternoon.
My plans for next year are to go there early but to have
transport to be able to travel to Italy (south side of the
Alps) when the weather is bad (unflyable) in Kossen.
Would you like to team up with me?
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The Third Annual Morningside Glide Ratio Contest
Condensed from an article by Dennis
Pagen in Hang Gliding
This contest is held early morning in stable summer
conditions each year in an effort to compare glide
ratios of different designs of hang gliders and
para gliders.
Pilots fly as many times as they want on a given
glider and the best three flights are averaged. Pilots
a re supposed to set their best glider speed immediately after takeoff and hold it until landing flare.
Once a pilot landed his total horizontal distance was
measured using regularly spaced 100 foot markers
and a rope with 10 foot increments. Accuracy was
to the nearest foot and the horizontal distance was
dived by the vertical drop to give a glide ratio.
This year there were 29 glider and 8 paraglider
pilots present with 17 different glider designs
covered by the 23 different gliders.
Because so many pilots took only three flights on a
particular design, Dennis Pagen opted to use a
pilot's top three flights to determine both glider
perfor'l1ance and pilot placement. However, in the
glider "fart, he also shows an average arrived at by

taking all the flights on a given design except for
the highest and lowest. The reader can perform
his own mathematical hocus-pocus to prove
whatever he wishes.
After three years of this sort of testing, Dennis
believes we have a fairly accurate measurement
of the maximum glide ratio of today's super
ships, which he declares to be 10.5 to 1.
His honest conclusion is that all of the top
gliders from each manufacturer represented
are within the envelope of statistical error of
one another in terms of still-air best glider.
Glide at speed, handling and sink rate depend a
bit on wing loading so that's a bit harder to tell.
However, no single glider seems to be heads
above the others in more than one or two of
these categories. This makes it easier on you,
the consumer. You can simply buy the one that
offers the best T-shirt.
Finally, paragliding. The best canopies
achieved over 6 to 1 in glider, better than the
hang gliders of the late seventies. We seem to
be up against limits in flex-wing hang glider
performance. Will para gliders reach us before
we can bust through to a new plateau?

TOP GLIDING GLIDERS
Glider
I.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9
10.
II.
12.

13.
)4.

15.
16.
17.

Andre Bucher

Vector 29

80 Hagewood

CometCX
Vector 2.5
UP Swift
Veclor25

Matsuo

Vector 25
Vector 22

Scott Gress it

Vector 27

Roger Coxen

Vector 27

John !-Iarri s

Comct CX

Peter Zimmcrl i

UP Cornel

Jeff Hostler

Vector 27

UP Swift

6.48
6.30
4.97
6.05
5.17
5.23
5.23
4.7 1
5.61
. 5.62
5.75
5.03
4.68

I. Jay
2.

5.
5.83

6.

5.27

7.

8.66

8.23 (4)

8.08
7.91
7.79 ( I )
7.73
7.19
6.42 ( I)

7.98 (2)
7.9 ( I )
7.10(13)
7.14 (2)

Gianfortc
Dennis
Pagcn
John
Sl..arel
John
Ml:Av.ard
Ted
Ha!o.cnfu!o.
Col in
Faye
George
Crowe

Glider

Uest 3 Flights
( Day 1 - Day 2)

Ki,!o. COIllP

10.68

Moyes XS
Foi l Combat
Moyes XS
HP AT 145
Moyes XS
HP AT ISH
HP AT 158

10.58

Axis 15

Corho
9. Steve

Magk IV 166
Fomlula 155
Sensor E
Sel1sorC
HP AT 158

Arndt
10. Dan

Axi!o. 13

H.

4.69

10. 12(10)
9.8 (5)
9.76 (2 1)
9. 18 ( 12)
9.49 (6)
9.85 (5)
8.90( 15)
9.08 (6)
9.2:J. ( 1)
8.72(2)

TOP GLIDING PILOTS
Pilot

4.

6.05

10.77
10.64
10.48
10.04
10.00
10.10
9.81
9.39
9.36
8.81

NOles: Parentheses afler glide r~Hio indic31c number of nighh in
average. Many glider!>.' .,Ials include Ilight~ by several pilot!o..

.1.

PARAGLIDERS

Best 3 Flights
Best Average
(Omi tting best and worst)

Moyes XS
Kiss Camp
HP AT
Ax is
Sensor E
Foil
Magic IV
Kiss XC
Sensor C
Fonnu la
Comet III
Sport
Comet I
Moyes Mega
Vision
Super Dream
Javelin

Bo~

9.7H

10.095
10.44
9.75
10.5X
10.12

10.3-1
10.03

10.00

8.97

9.97
H.XC>

9.X6
9.-17X.97

Brollll

Fly 100 Miles On A Sting XC This Summer
Developed for the :Recreational Pilot
Standard Features Include:
n

n
n
n
n
n

VG System
Scrim Leading Edge
Scrim Trailing Edge
Faired Rubber Backed Uprights
Speed Bar With Handgrips
Set Up Time 6 minutes

Intro Price $3550.00
Designed and Manufactured By
(Not currently certified)

12/30 Kalaroo Road REDHEAD NSW 2290 PH (049) 499199 (2 lines) FAX (049) 499395
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STATE & CLUB NEWS

Queensland
Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
Do you want to have a really good time
this X-mas holiday?!

clude our Christmas Party (same as last
year). Plenty of camping space at Watts
Bridge and plenty of flying to be had.
Costs: $3 per successful tow for club
members and $4 for non-club members.
For the Christmas party we hope to organise the catering the same as last year.

Do you want to share good times with
good people? Do you want to fly the most
scenic coastal site in Australia? If you
said yes to just one of these questions,
then you shouldn't miss the Annual Rainbow Beach Fly-In. This year's event will
be bigger and better t4an last year's with
more trophies and prizes to be won.
Trophies will be awarded to the first 3
placegetters in each of 3 categories Novice, Intermediate and Advanced.
Other prizes will be awarded throughout
the event ensuring a light hearted and
friendly atmosphere prevails. (No precompetition psyche-out here!)

For further details about equipment required for bridles etc, contact Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546 or Henk Van Raalte. We
also need to know how many pilots will be
coming in order to organise the right
number of tow units.

The competition begins at Rainbow
BEach on 27th January and will run for 3
days (depending on conditions). A welcome BBO will take place at Rainbow
Waters Caravan Park on 27th. Registration and payment of $20 entry fee will take
place at the Rainbow Surf Club at 9am on
27th December.

New South Wales

All HGFA members are welcome to
come to fly. The invitation is open to
anyone interested in coming along as observer or support of pilots. Let us know
if you are coming, we need to know numbers for catering!
Rolf Damm, Secretary

Northern Beaches Hang
Gliding Club
"Spring has sprung
the grass is riz
I wonder where
the Sea breeze is?"

Members of the Sunshine Coast Hang Right here on the Northern Beaches,
Gliding Club look forward to meeting you folks! September has hit and so has the
all and competing with you this X-mas.
. much missed, long-awaited sea breeze.
The first weeks of September have seen
Steve Johnson
large winged objects gracing the airspace
above Long Reef, Newport and Bilgula as
Nobby Area Sky Sailing Club
pilots come out of hibernation.
Events coming up:
October meeting on Monday 29th at a This is definitely the time to start thinking
new venue, the Mt Gravatt Hotel on about that check over of the glider, parLogan Road at 7.30. Parachute re-pack- ticularly if it spent winter just sitting under
the house.
ing and normal club business.
First weekend of November, 3rd and 4th:
tow launch (car) training and general
flying at Watts Bridge.

Our September meeting saw the now
usual expansion of the club with more new
memberships - Welcome to you all!

December 1st and 2nd: a second tow
weekend at Watts Bridge which will in-

Thanks to Adam Hunt for the lecture of
the Do's and Don't's of Long Reef. We

now have so many new ( novice) members
that will be using the Reef this summer
that we thought the best way to kick off
the season was ADam's knowledge, aided
by Dane (Michelangelo - the sculptor,
NO.I the turtle!) Snelling's foam carving
of our home ground and a comprehensive
site guide.
Congratulations to Bill Moyes who has
now been voted in as a lifetime honorary
member in appreciation for his contribution to our sport. We hope to see Bill at
our meeting later this year when John
Dickenson rolls up to tell us about the
embryonic days of hang gliding.
Finally, a stop to the whinging! Pilots, in
general, are now doing the right thing at
Blackheath. Thanks everyone, but
remember, cars are still to remain outside
the property.
Whilst on sites, I have been asked to
remind everyone that ALL northern
beaches sites north of Long Reef (including Newport) are ADVANCED ONLY"
Due to their sheer cliffs, cross winds,
proximity to roads, power lines and
houses, any pilot not known to local safety
officers or not Advanced rated, will NO.I
be permitted to fly these sites, so, please
save us and yourself any embarrassment.
If in doubt, contact the club and we'll be
more than happy to assist you.
Whilst talking about difficult sites, who
was the masked man (Advanced) that
spun in on take off at Newport? We
know, don't we!! The Northern Beaches
bites again!
The birth of the Australian Freestyle Association was announced at the meeting
by Dr John Coby and "Engine" Joe Scott.
It is apparent that freestyle has come of
age! A body to formulate a standard for
competitions and safety is necessary and
will, hopefully, work hand in hand with
the HGFA in promoting and assisting this
format. Anyone interested or with any
suggestions is welcome to contact me,
John or Joe. Remember, its something
for EVERYONE and ~ input is welcome.
Well folks, its now north-east, 15 knots
and smooth so why am I sitting here with
pen and paper? See you at the next meeting, everybody welcome! 1st Tuesday of
each month at 7.30pm, Dee Why RSL
Club, Pittwater Road, Dee Why.

~

I -~ TlA jive. il ~.50!
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Fly high and keep safe!
John Hajje, President

STATE & CLUB NEWS ..................... continued

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding
Club
The club had its AGM on 2nd September
at the Mild to Wild shop in the park.
Ales were sculled, snacks devoured and
videos watched for inspiration, finally
when everyone was merry and easily influenced the meeting commenced. After
great debate and arm twisting, J 0 McNamara won the prize position of President, Secretary went to Derrick Inglis and
Treasurer to Suzy Gneist.
Many thanks to the departing office
bear~rs.

After welcoming new members and
guests the meeting's business got under
~ way with discussion on the Mt Keira
ramp. It was agreed that a re-vamp along
with a 3ft extension was in order. Plans to
carry out these renovations are under
way. This should please all those pilots
who have had a close encounter of the
green kind.
New wind socks for Bald Hill, the chute
landing area and East face have been orgimised, thanks to Scotty from Mild to
Wild, and Alby from Windtech. New vandal proof signs are to be erected on Bald
Hill next to the monument and the chute
landing area with all relevant site information and contact phone numbers,
along with a spot for any notices etc.
As we all know Paragliders with their increasing numbers have been a growing
concern, congesting the launch and landing areas, (hang gliders are also guilty of
this), and next summer should bring
record numbers of these flying machines
to the Mecca of hang gliding. Paraglider
pilots are encouraged to join the club and
participate in the control of the site so that
all airspace users can continue flying safely and in harmony with each other.

The "point" is an area for take off and
landing, for the safety of everyone, please,
to all pilots, paragliders or hang gliders,
DON'T HOG THE POINT!
Now with all the formalities over let's
"GET DOWN" and plan those spring and
summer activities, talking of which on
Sunday 9th after a dozen or so pilots sat
patiently on the hill all day waiting for
some illusive wind, a spot landing comp
was organised, thanks to Joe Scott.
Everyone leapt off the hill in quick succession, amazingly, a few managed to stay up
for more than five minutes but most went
straight for the spot with some crowd
pleasing landings. To no one's surprise
though, Bruce Daniels won the prize
coming in tail wind up the chute. Thanks
for sharing the beers Bruce.
The next meeting is to be held on 14th
October (the 2nd Sunday in October) at
5.30pm. Thereafter the 1st Sunday of
every month at Scotty's Mild to Wild shop
next to Articles Restaurant in the Park.
Everyone is welcome to come along and
join in our plans to have some fun and get
the Stanwell club back in the air!!!
Safe flying
Derrick Inglis, Secretary

Sutton Forest Flyers

August to discuss the constitution of the
club as well as formalization of new positions within the club. It was decided that:

* We adopt the NSW Government model
rules as our constitution and begin
proceedings toward incorporation of the
club.

* The club will meet every second month
(Oct, Dec, Feb etc) on the second Sunday
of that month at the Heathcote Hotel at
8.00pm. This makes Sunday 14th October our next meeting. Any prospective
members are welcome to attend.
* Elected positions are:
President
Richard Reitzin
(02) 3651533
V!President
Don Farrar
(042) 840211
Secretary
David Jones
(048) 894182
Treasurer
Jane Jarman
(048) 834022
Flying Officer
Brad Keen
(02) 6368185
Liaison Officer
Fiona Knox
(02) 5289304
The club is based, as the name implies, at
Sutton Forest on the Southern Highlands
near Bowral. At present there are fifty
members in the club ranging from students to instructors, coming from Sydney,
Canberra, Tumut and everywhere in between. The aim of the club is to have
flying weekends, ratings days and to provide a pool of resources and information
to assist all members. We are also at
present organising the NSW State Titles.
David Jones, Secretary

Our newly formed club, Sutton Forest
Flyers, had a general meeting on 19th

Stanwell Park, photo by Dave Bolliger

We had just heard from the Paragliding
convention that a new rating system was
now being implemented for Paragliders
which will closely parallel the hang gliding
rating system i.e. student, novice, intermediate and advanced. The rules of the
hill will be the same for both.
To fly Stanwell Park on weekends you
MUST be of an INTERMEDIATE
rating or higher, Novices can fly during
weekdays and if a student, you must be
supervised by an instructor.
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STATE & CLUB NEWS ..................... continued

Cudgegong Valley Hang
Gliding Club

ranged for October, contact the people
named below for further details.

A number of club members braved shocking, nay, atrocious condit,ions for a fly-in
in the valley early this month. Although
some air time was had, most admitted that
all of the fun was to be found in behaving
abominably in the 4WDs in the muddy
conditions and the flooded creeks.

Garry Carr has announced his intentions
to resign the presidency due to travel
commitments. If anyone is interested in
taking over, nominate at the September or
October meetings.

Notable events coming up include a special fly-inlair show at Lake Windermere.
On offer and being demonstrated will be
boat towing, ultralights and parachute
towing. Interested parties should call
Bruce on (063) 736410.
This month has also seen some club members getting good flights at both Blackheath and Stanwell. There was also a
rumour of one member who camped out
at Long Reef for 3 weeks in order to get
the first flight of the season. However,
one afternoon he couldn't stand it any
longer and went home for a shave. Sure
enough the local sea breeze cam in, he
missed it, and it had all been for nought.
There's a hang gliding club in Peru with
some spectacular but nearly inaccessible
sites. they have developed a unique way
of handling the logistics. The club travels
by bus as high as they can into the mountains towing a special trailer. Inside the
trailer are 2 gnus which are used as pack
animals to carry gliders the rest ofthe way
to the take off sites.
Recently, while descending the mountain,
the trailer swung out over the edge on a
bend and the trailer and animals disappeared.
And that's the end of the Club Gnus.

Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club

The next meeting of the club is set down
for September 25th. It is hoped that some
privately filmed footage of the '88 Worlds
will be shown.
Members are advised that a visit to the
Bureau of Meteorology has been ar26 SKYSAILOR October 1990

When flying Blackheath, park your car at
the entrance gate and walk your glider
out. Land only in the prescribed field and
close all gates and the electric fence.
Meeting venue is the Prospect Hotel,
Prospect at 7.30pm on 4th Tuesday of
each month. Information concerning the
club can be obtained from Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 or Nigel Felton (02) 6288379
Nigel Felton

Members discussed the plans to have
Regional associations in HGFA instead
of State Associations, and were basically
in favour.
The date of the next fly-in is to be 27 and
28 October at a venue to be decided.
On Saturday some club members flew at
a small hill site near Borowa in blizzard
conditions!
On Sunday, the wind was light although
the weather was sunny, and some pilots
decided to give flying a miss. However
Ross Williams went to the same site again
and managed to stay up in light thermals
for about 45 minutes.
Len Paton, Jenny Ganderton, Mark Maddon and Mark Chapman went to initiate
Mt Tallabung - a recently cleared site in
the Forbes area.
A good afternoon's soaring was had by all
in the moderate breeze, with height gains
of 900ft. There was also plenty of exercise
to be had unbogging cars ... but that's
another (long) story!!

Plea'se'Note: .~arly t~ 'Wintti>harigglid~'
ingactivity was rioticedclose ,·
.aer9d.rpm~. ,:.P I ~,~s~ .,. ()b~,~r
around aerodromesin.ili~co~n

cially wjth the FLATLA.NoS:, b
in the area~
'.
Jenny Ganderton, Secretary

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club

Hong GlicMg Club.
A meeting/fly-in of the Central West Club
was held at Cowra on the weekend of
25/26 August.
Secretary Steve Palmer resigned as he has
a new job in Townsville. Treasurer Mark
O'Kane also resigned due to his imminent
departure overseas. Thanks to both for
the work they have done for the Club.
Jenny Ganderton was "elected" as new
secretary and Mark Maddon as
Treasurer. Any correspondence to the
Central West Club should now be addressed to:
Jenny Ganderton, "Boganol", Henry Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871
The club mailing list has forty pilots on it,
but as yet only 15 paid-Up members. It
was therefore decided to discontinue
sending news letters to people who have
not paid their membership fee because of
the expense of postage. However information about forthcoming fly-ins/meetings will be sent to Skysailor.
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Barry Dennis and Stuart Andrews have
recently been appointed club Safety Officers by the NSWHGA and are responsible for the safety and behaviour of all
club pilots flying at our sites. All flying in
the Tmedbo area still comes under the
jurisdiction of Para Alpine Thredbo, but
Barry or Stuart can still be contacted for
information, as well as Heinz Gloor.
With spring just around the corner (we
hope) club members will be starting to
think of trips out to Cootapatamba for
some soaring. Club Safety Officers will
insist on the Flying Register being filled in
before you go up the chair lift and signing
out on your return. The register will be
left in the Information Hut (in front of the
ticket office) until the end of the ski
season, and then in Para Alpina's new
office in the hotel concourse area.

After some weeks of work Heinz finally
had the Ski-doo Winch ready for testing.
On one of the few days when the Westerly
was not blowing a blizzard on top of the
mountain, Guenther, Heinz and Stuart
ventured out to do some testing. With
Heinz strapped in to Stuart's Meteor,
Guenther sitting on the back of the Skidoo as brake man and Stuart driving, a
couple of runs were attempted. A combination of a lack of deep snow which
exposed several large rocks and a lack of
power from the Ski-doo caused Heinz to
yell at Stuart, "Speed Up!", and Guenther
to yell at Stuart, "Slow down!". Stuart
decided that dodging rocks and getting
airborne on a highly unstable Ski-doo was
not his idea of an afternoon's fun and
stopped, whereupon Heinz floated back
to earth (snow) and the welding gave way
causing the winch to fall off the Ski-doo.
Spring trophy rounds November 17th and
18th

Victoria
Hello Victorians
Hope you're all starting to get some better
flights in, if not more comfortable flights
with Victorian weather patterns on the
improve. Angus "John Wayne" Walker
thinks so; the other day he flew from Jan
Juc to Cape Otway. Landed near the lighthouse and got a coincidental lift back to
Torquay. This is a monumental flight, I
throw down my 60 gallon hat, Angus,
good one Pilgrim!!
I flew from Spion Kopje to Eastern View
the other day in my new Foil. Also had a
good flight recently at a new site down
near Camperdown called Lake Bullen
Merri. It is a large crater lake - takes
northerlies around to WNW; top landings, 100-150ft launch. If you wish to fly
there please ask the property owner, Dr
Menzies; you'll probably have to fill out a
waiver form (see me at the next Southern
meeting).
Two Victorians have now completed payput winch projects, Shane Gleeson and
Mike Slape.
The other day while testing my UHF
radio in the backyard, I heard an interesting voice, desperate, deprived, come over
the airwaves. It said, "I love coring lift at
1000 upm but I hate coring 1000 ft down,
I'm landing in that paddock full of sheep".
Was this you, Shane, after testing your
payout winch?
By the time this goes to print, Kevin
Rooke would have arrived back in
Australia. Welcome home, Kev. Kev
now drives a Volvo, what a combination,
hey, a Kiwi Volvo driver - watch out

pedestrians, watch out, sheep!
That's life!

Sunshine Coast Gliders

Gotta fly
Russell (Baa) Dobson

HGWA

Experienced Certified
Towork drt commission
or apprentice Instructor on wages

Howdy Sandgropers
September's club meeting had
its up's and down's. On the
positive note, we had a good
turnout. We started almost on
time and lots of people proved
that if you get a buneh of "hangies" together with a few beers,
the information and stories
flow freely... I don't want to
dwell on the low point ...

Must work 48 weekJ'rids per y~~;"

,",

Ample opportunity for mid-week"flying;cori~~~;
XC and winch
.
Glider frame building and a~~ein~i~'~d'

rousabout . wor~,to pr2vi~y , fpP:~~~ ,,,,,\

Flat available
Ph. (074) 459185, Stan 'Roy
or send resume to
Dales Rd, Palmwoods Qld45S5 '"

Danny Byrne brought in his
photos from the European trip,
complete from set up to bottom
landing. Thanks Danny.
Gramac also came up with a magnificent
trophy which he personally built over the
past few months, in between building
multi-million dollar boats and flying his
trike. Any cross country pilot would give
his eagle eyes to appear on this, the
Lindsay "Stubby" Hall Memorial Trophy.
It is for the longest flight in any financial
year and is to be held for 1 year, being
awarded at the AGM.

r-----------------------------------~

Also, some more good
news is the re-opening
of the old motel at
Cosy Corner. You
know that place on the
right as you head into
Shelley Beach from
the Lower Denmark
Road. It's now called
the Torbay View
Motel. Imagine that.
Meals, hot showers,
cold beers and a shop
not more than 15
minutes from the best
coastal flying in the
state.
N ow then, the state
camp definitely will be
held in Dalwallinu.
Confirmed. Finally,
the good 01' Dunny
Seat Award was won
by Brad for bending
Rob's new Foil. A
costly slip of concentration.
Till next month, Hang
in there
Keith Lush

Eagle School of Hang Gliding

Proudly announce that we have expanded our horizons and
now offer the full range of Australian gliders with the best
back-up service available.
We stock all Moyes and Enterprise Wings gliders, ready for
test flights, spares, repairs and accessories.
We sell the brilliant Sjostrom varios, Uniden/Regency UHF
radios, harnesses, parachutes - you name it, we've got it!
We've got comfortable bunkhouse accommodation; we're
located on the banks of the Ovens River in the shadow of
some of the best flying areas in Australia - the legendary Mt
Buffalo region.
We've now got a fantastic Pegasus Q trike available for
tuition and training.
We'll soon be set up for car towing.
We've got it all, so come on up and we'll fix you up. Just call
or write:

Stephen and Julie Ruffels
PO Box 170
Porepunkah 3740
VICTORIA
AH & BH (057) 55 1724
Fax: (057) 55 1677
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Highest Quality for Highest Demands
Alibi, the lightweight and compact flight
deck, is a multitalent:
The altimeter with its various adjustable
references informs the pilot of the current
altitude in one meter increments,
up to BODO meters (26000 ftl. The display
on a large liquid crystal panel is switchable
between meters and feet. An integrated
barometer displays the air pressure
in millibar.
Alibi, the precision flight instrument
developed by Aircotec in Switzerland,·allows
unspoiled fun in the air at the highest margin of safety. Many pilots of hang gliders
and paragliders as well as balloonists and
parachutists have been waiting for this
reliable flight companion.

The variometer provides visual and
audible signals. The actual climb or sink rate
is shown numerically on the clearly arranged
liquid crystal display. The novel signal
variometer acoustic by Aircotec is an attractive alternative to the conventional variable
pitch interval tone. Either one can be
selected by a pushbutton switch.

Alibi comes optionally with an efficient
«on -board computer», which numerically
displays all pertinent flight data. Flight numbers, durations, and peak values are all
stored, making Alibi the eyewitness of great
performances.

Specifications

Flight Time
• Storoge in hours/minutes
up to 100 hours

Altimeter
Modes
• Absolute altitude
• Differential altitude
• Temporary altitude

Peak Values
• Stores the maximum altitude and
highest climb rate of the last flight,
and of all previous flights
• Stores longest flight duration

Range
• Up ta 8000 meters (apprax. 26000 feet)
above sea level in increments of
one meter (approx. 3 feet), Switchable
between meters and fee t

Accessories
• Universal mounting fi xture to attach
the instrument to round or contoured
tubing, either at the lelt or right side,
to the speed bar, or to the human body
(wrist, thigh, etc.)
• Attractive and funct ional pouch in
a number of bright colo rs
• 8attery charger

Calibration
• 8araset in hP (m8)
• Absolute altitude above sea level
• Differential altitude zeroing up
to 6000 meters (approx. 20000 feet)
above sea level
• Temporary in flight altitude zeroing
(Note: In parachute operation the chute
opening altitude is set instead of the
temporary altitude)

Variometer
Display
• Numerical on liquid crystal panel
Display Range
• +/- 10m/s (+/- 2000 fpm approx. ) in
increments of 10 cm/ s (20 fpm approx .)
Audio Mode 1
• New Aircotec Signal Acoustic. Climb and
sink rates indicated in 1/2 m/ s
(100 fpm) steps by audio signals; trend
indication by continuous tone with
rate -dependent pitch
Audio Mode 2
• Climb rate dependent tone interval '
with pitch variation . Push button
selection of either audio mode

Sink Alarm
• Continuous tone with set point
adjustable between ·1 m/s (-200 fpm)
and -6 m/s (-1200 fpm) in steps
of 1/ 2 m/s (100 fpm). (Note: In balloon
operation, climb and sink tones are
reversed. In parachute operation, the
audia alarm occurs when the chute
opening altitude is reached)

Battery power
Service Life
• 200 Hours approx .
with 9 volt alkaline battery
• SO Hours apprax .
with a fully charged NiCd battery
Battery Check
• Automatic display of battery voltage,
when instrument is first switched on
• Warning display when voltage drops
below 8 volts
Power Saver
• Power is automatically switched off
alter 15 minutes of inactivity

Optional or retrofitted:
Alibi on-board computer
Stopwatch
• . Display in minutes/seconds up to
1 hour, than in hours/ minutes
Flight Number
• Stores up to 10000 flights

Physical size
• Dimensions 11 x 7,8 x 2,6 cm
(4 3js" x 3" x 1")
• Weight 180 grams (6,3 oz.) incl. battery
Warranty
• 1Year

t

AIRCOTEC

\

Service and Distribution:

Air EvosionlTeolwood Pty Ltd
497 Burwood Rood, Hawthorn Victoria 3122
Telephone (03) 818 0010 or B19 2567
Fox (03) 819 92B4
MADE IN SWITZERLAND

Foil 155 (Int) white with yellow LE gd cond spare base
bar & down tubes $950 ono
owner going OS ph Rod
(042) 965453
Combat Foil 152C (Int)
fluro orange LE blue fluro
green only 10 hrs airtime
$3600 ono suit new buyer,
buying new trike ph Peter
(049) 458319
Moyes XS 155 (lnt) fluro yellow scrim nylon LE white
warp MS fluro yellow/mauve
US exc condl king-post
hang suspension system
reduced to $3000 ph Phil
Beck (049)634598
Vision 170 (Int) pink LE
(dble surface) It grey US +
NZ Blackhawk harness 5'6"5'9" + helmet, less than 10
hrs airtime A1 cond $2200
ono ph John Burfoot (02)
6451796 H 2522801 W
AirBorne Trike Robin 440
engine oil injected , Arrow 2
wing $6000 ph (0651)

Foil 140B (Int) white LE half rainbow US v gd
cond $1800 ph Debra Headley (042) 942044 or
942305
Foil 152C (Int) 15 hrs total airtime, flouro yellow
LE, flouro pink & yellow US, brand new cond,
$3850 ono come test fly or deliver anywhere in
Australia, ph Lee Scott (065) 569692 all hrs
Moyes 151 WB (lnt) brand new cond 10 hrs totai
airtime owner currently OS needs to sell urgently
$3000 ono deliver anywhere contact Mick (065)
597011 or Grant (065) 537095

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Moyes 162 WB (Int) hot pink & ice blue US & TS
fully optioned with parallel + sail, kevlar etc,
took me 250kms to goal v pretty & cared for best
offers around $2600 (will score you a lovely pair
of wings) ph Julius Makk (OS) 2611902 evenings
GTR 151 WB (Int) pink & white beautiful to fly
with exc performance $1900 ono ph Sue (OS)
3771641
GTR 162 Race (Int) gd cond 3 yr old all dacron
glider with WB batten profile, blue LE red &
yellow US with white MS performs v well satisfaction guaranteed will Incl 2 spare airfoil
uprights for $2200 ph George Kambas (original
owner) (08) 3403217 H 3471111 W

Vision Eclipse (Nov) low hrs safe edge faired
uprights spares etc, a lightweight glider with
great thermalling performance, a dream to turn
also
Ball 652 instrument deck (altimeter-airspeedXS 155 (lnt) exc cond king-post hang scrim LE
vario) also
warp sail low hrs $3,450 also
~od Harness with chute, stirrup harness,
Mars 170 (Nov) $1050 also
. . towing gear (hardly used) hydraulic & electric
GT 170 (lnt) $500 also
tension metres (both need repair) towline etc
GT 190 (Int) $600 also
also
GTR Race 162 (Int) v gd cond $1950 ph Neil
Glider carrying tube bargain price $2800 ono
(066) 857854
ph Bill (08) 2702032
Mars 170 (Nov) blue & white sail with mylar LE
Borgelt Flight Deck altimeter variometer
no dings, also harness & helmet $1400 ono ph
averager, airspeed indicator netto variometer,
Glen (02) 9545896 H or 9810661 W
Ball quick clamp, auto Cigarette lighter re-charge
Kiss 154 (Int) red LE citroen logo $2600 also
compact, convenient & made in Australia $690
Nissan Navara 4WD ute canopy, racks 1987
ph (08) 3403217 ask for Dermot
model reach those difficult sites with ease
Magic 111177 (Int) great climb & sinkrates perfect
$15,000 ph Brett (02) 9741158
for tandem flying full race with all options incl
Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) red black & white gd
yellow LE white MS & rainbow US well looked
cond $2000 for glider only or $2,200 with Pod ph
after $1450 ono also
Paul (02) 5217931
Save your arms with a f.IIC.HY as new only $49
ph Chris Hunter (08) 322OS13
Moyes XS 142 (Int) new glider buy scrim & warp

569692
Foil 152 Combat (Int) absolutely brand new (test
flown only) red yellow & white sail with kevlar TE
band a giveaway at $3950 ph William (02)
6602309
Foil 160B Racer (lnt) orange fluoro mylar LE
black/orange US gd cond $2200 also
Blackhawk Deluxe Pod Harness heavy duty red
with black/rainbow trim leather drag protector on
boot bunge boot hook for ground handling adjustable shoulder straps, leg loops & foot tube,
spine bag , zipped chest bag, open & close pull
cords, webbing straps to stow gear above legs
or in boot, new velcro on ballast bag, loops &
bunge under left arm for radio, skyting & aero
tow loops. This harness has everything except
a ballistic parachute launcher & landing flare
sensor $350 ph Len (068) 537220
CT 170 (Nov) black LE yellow/1t yellow US & TS
v gd cond also
Cocoon harness suit 5'6"-6' pilot the lot $1200
ono will separate ph David (049) 287559 W or
682055AH
Moyes GTR 162 Race (Int) with WB profile blue
& grey dacron sail gd cond $2000 also
Xact harness brand new save $200 off new price
suit medium build 5'10"-6' fluro colours also
Ball varlo 652 1ft increments ex cond will consider trade on glider & harness ph (065) 556140
leave name & message or (049) 434927
Airwave Calypso 160 (Nov) hardly used white
yellow & rainbow $1950 also
Pod Ute harness cost $600 only $290 with helmet all in perfect cond ph (066) 561088
Wanted Used LARGE size pod harness to fit 6'3"
pilot easily ph Brett (02) 7434060 AH
Magic IV 166 (Int) yellow LE blue US also
Blackhawk Harness suit 5'7" + Chute the lot
$1700 ph (02) 6464038
Aero Race (Nov) yellow LE & TE mid blue &
orange US gd cond flown 30 hrs $2300 ph Chris
(049) 631840
Gyro II (Nov) blue LE yellow MS gd cond just
overhauled $1200 ph Ian (02) 5203303 AH

GTR 162 (Int) blue LE white MS gd cond $1100
ono ph Graham (042) 943093

combo king-post hang & fins fantastic glider to
ground handle & fly $3800 ono ph Glen (02)
9182439 H or 9382855 W
Foil 155 (lnt) 50 hrs $1200 also
GTR 162 gd cond $1400 also
Pod Harness used 5 times to suit 5'-5'6" $400
also
PA parachute $350 ph Bruce Bareham (063)
736410
Foil 140B (Int) gd cond low hrs unique US design
$2000 also
Moyes Mars 150 (Nov) gold LE with rainbow
behind, white TE & US gd cond low hrs $1200
also
Stanwell Soaring Centre cocoon harness gd
cond suit pilot 5'6"-5'10" blue with ribbon stripes
$250 (02) 6813009 evenings
Sabre 155 (lnt) white MS black LE grotty yellow
underbelly slightly mint cond has a tendency to
wang $300 ph Geoff (02) 3894558
Gyro 150 (Nov) with pod harness $1800 ph
Manuelle (066) 877311

GTR 148 (lnt) yellow & white aerofoil uprights &
king post suit small person looking for 1st high
performance glider, v gd sink rate $1200 also
Hummingbird vario + Thommen alt in faired
pod case $250 also
Moyes cocoon harness red medium ph Claire
(088) 273266

QUEENSLAND
Mars 170 (Nov) black LE white MS Red Keel
Pocket, flies well $800 ono ph Chris (075) 369123
Moyes GTR 162 WB (Int) parallel plus 2 (super
durable) MS cloth, orange LE fluro yellow US low
hrs exc cond factory extras for top perform call
for details! will consider trade on intermediate
glider $2200 ph Keith (07) 3526293 AH
Wills Wing HPII Race (Nov) ex 88 World's glider
trilam LE fitted with VB & internal compensator
v gd cond $2200 also
1.6 metre dia. recovery Drag Chute for tow
rope retrieval in as new cond $70 also
Skytech Flightdeck comprises dual scale vario
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digital alti, air speed indicator, temp gauQe &
batt charger exc cond $600 ph (07) 8012262

flying time mylar LE $1500 ph Peter (03) 5555205
AH

ACT

Payout Winch complete & compact, includes
600m of 4mm new rope, power rewind, simple
operation, suits ute, tray top, station wagon or
trailer. No bolting down required & no vehicle
modifications necessary $950 incl freight east
coast ph Ron (079) 552913 all hrs

Para Pacific Paraglider E26 v gd cond $1750
ph Gerhardt Mayer (03) 5967610

GTR 162 (Int) VB blue & yellow low airtime $1300
also
Cocoon harness parachute & Instruments ph
Barry Weatherburn (06) 2587625 H or 2896840

Gyro 11160 (Nov) dk blue LE It blue & yellow US
v gd cond v lightweight glider great for ground
handling $1200 ono also
Moyes Backpack cocoon harness suit 5'4"5'10" $100 ono ph Mark (07) 3597124 AH or
2261651 W
GTR 175 (Int) black LE dk pink & lime green US
looks gd flys well low hrs $1800 ph Ian (079)
589706
Gyro 180 (Nov) red with rainbow stripes with
apron harness & air speed indicator & helmet
exc training glider $950 ph Brad (077) 792853 H
or Ray (077) 752607 H
Moyes Mars 150 (Nov) blue LE rainbow sail v
low airtime great trim & flight characteristics exc
cond batten profile can freight properly packed
anywhere in Australia $1400 ono ph Jane (03)
5438022 B or Norm (03) 7585113 AH
Foil 170 Kevlar Race (Int) 12 mths old exc cond
scrim Le all the options bargain $2950 also
XS 154 (lnt) 12 mths old with warp sail great
colours 50 hrs airtime will trade on any intermediate glider $3500 also
GTR Race 162 (Int) gd cond fluro colours $1900
also
Body Bag Harness suit 5'6"-5'8" red & black
$250 ph Warwick (070) 537768
Mars 170 (Int) rainbow sail v gd cond $950 ph
(07) 3917417
GT 170 (Int) black LE orange US new side wires
& spare uprights gd cond also
Cocoon harness gd cond $700 the lot ono will
separate ph Neil (079) 592443
GTR 162 (Int) gd cond speed bar, new bolts new
nose wires bag 12 mths old, batten profile,
manual, no tears or flutters, yellow LE white MS
2 tone green US $1250 also
Cocoon harness with 5000lb carabina suit 5'5"5'10" pilot $120 ph Russell (074) 866253

VICTORIA
GTR 162 VG (lnt) faired upright & kingpost flies
well $990 or will swap or trade for Mars 190 ph
Angus (03)5722568
Apron Harness with stirrup ex cond $100 ph
Geoff (054) 478557
Mission 170 (Nov) red LE yellow & white US
speed bar 3 hrs flying time in absolute ex cond
$2500 also
Moyes Pod red & white in brand new cond suit
5'8"-6'3" $350 ph Dean (03) 7260935 H or
7207338 BH
Mission 170 (Nov) Red LE rainbow US white TE
speed bar $2100 ph Jim (03) 7293595 or
7207338 BH
GTR 162 (Int) ok the sail is showing its age but
no turns & no flutters (except at speed) new
flying wires, everything works fine at only $500
one of you scumbags has to buy it! ph Rob (03)
4895182 or AI (03) 5372263
Foil 165 (Int) v gd cond dk blue LE It blue US &
white TS 60 hrs air time priced to sell $950 also
Magic 111177 (Int) white & red striped US 10 hrs
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Foil 160B (Int) blue Le rainbow US easy to fly
perfect for transition to high performance glider
$1500 ph Geoff Dossetor (03) 8746243
Moyes Mission 170 (Int) black Le red US exc
cond also
Moyes pod large suite 6' also helmet, vario/altimeter mountable, roof racks $2600 ono ph
Michael (03) 6028713 W 3808527 H
GTR 162 Race (lnt) fluoro yellow US & LE white
ultraweave MS speed bar faired uprights & king
post WB batten profile tight sail & floats well
$1900 ph Noel Bear (03) 8893466 AH
Single seat Duncans' Trike with rotax 277 engine wing in exc cond v low hrs complete & ready
to fly $3000 also
EF5 Rigid wing exc cond $700 ph Vince Reed
(03) 5849758
XS 155 (lnt) exc cond white scrim LE white warp
MS pink/lemon US $2800 ph Alan (03) 3372226
H,8602081 B
XS 155 (Int) exc cond flouro orange LE white
warp MS pink/lemon split US $2800 ph Colin (03)
5921953 H, 6470296 B

W
XS 155 (Int) pink scrim LE It blue US white warp
MS king post hang 5 hrs airtime only!!! $3690 ono
also
Moyes Meteor 150 (Int) yellow & red suit lighter
pilot perfect cond & has been sitting in garage
with only 11 hrs airtime!!! $850 ono ph Brett
Freebody (062) 957434 H, 488988 BH

WA
Magic III 166 (Int) faired kingpost & uprights
speed bar pitchy VB batten profile & manual
yellow LE skyblue US & white TS ex cond & ex
perform $1600 ph Rob (09) 3542739
GTR 162 VG (Int) blue LE white US with advertising faired kingpost flies well ph Bruce (09)
3617885 & leave a message
Moyes Mars 150 (Nov) blue LE rainbow sail v
low airtime great trim & flight characteristics exc
cond batten profile can freight properly packed
anywhere in Australia $1400 ono ph Jane (03)
5438022 B or Norm (03) 7585113 AH

XS 155 (Int) exc cond flouro pink Le, white warp
MS white US $2800 ph Don (03) 5252834 H,
4298100 B
Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) 12 mths old, 10 hrs
airtime exc cond hot pink & black colours with
matching pod & helmet $2600 the lot ph (03)
7443231
Roberts
Vario/AItimeter gd cond $4000
also
Airman XS paraglider
(Int) 24 sq m 11 mths
old, god cond no tears
$1800 ph Bernie (057)
552273
AirBorne Trike single
seat 277 Rotax engine
large wheels GTR purpose built trike wing,
double flying wires well
maintained exc cond
lovely to fly $4500 also
Custom light weight
trailer with fuel cans
available $500 ph Jane
(03) 5438022 B or Norm
(03) 7585113 AH
Moyes Mars 150 (Nov)
blue LE rainbow sail v
low airtime great trim &
flight characteristics exc
cond batten profile can
freight properly packed
anywhere in Australia
$1400 ono ph Jane (03)
5438022 B or Norm (03)
7585113 AH
GTR 162 WB (Int) white
mylar LE contender MS
ultraweave TE with kevlar strip fluro green &
dark green US fully
faired exc cond bargain
$2245 ph Andrew (03)
7580091 Ni

Suncoast Hang Gliders
Dales Rd,
Palmwoods 4555
Ph. (074) 459185
UPRIGHT TUBING
Length makes two uprights
Ship 1 - 3 lengths East States
Extra freight & packing: SA, Vic & WA

STRONG

$27
$16
$5

INSTRUMENTS
The State of the Art Instrument Pack:
SJOSTROM Digital Vario/Altimeter
Cheap Altimeter
Casio Wrist watch Altimeters

$749
$45

$190

VARIO
The HUMMINGBIRD VE-12 Miniature.
The PROVEN PERFORMER at an Affordable Price thousands in use with approx. 99% Reliability.
Zero set, Sink Alarm Trip Point and Sensitivity all
adjustable externally. 12 months Warranty
$298
Quick clamp mounting kit
Hummingbird and Cheap Alt on mount arm

$25

$370

Parachutes, Pod harnesses, ASls, Helmets, Bolle
Sunglasses, Hand Fairings, Carabiners, Hang
Loops, Tow Bridles

lTV
THE PROFILES THAT INSPIRE
RESPECT

ALPINE PARAGLIDING

THE PARAGLIDING CENTRE

PARA- ALPINA

FUTURE WINGS PARAGLIDING

SA HILL SOARERS

BRIAN & NIKKI WEBB
PO BOX 3 BRIGHT VIC 3741
(057) 551753
FAX (057) 551677

IAN LADYMAN
P.O. BOX 413
CHARLESTOWN NSW 2290
(049)498946
FAX (049)621991
INT. 6149 498946
FAX 6149621991

HEINZ GLOOR
EIGER SPORT PTY LTD
PO BOX 142
JINDABYNE NSW 2627
(064) 567171

TED JENKINS & MARK MITSOS
46 GEORGE AVE .
BULLI NSW 2516
(042) 674570
FAX (042) 681101

RICK WILSON
20 NEVILLE AVE.
THEBARTON SA 5031
(08) 234 0516

Laurence Clarel Tournier
Norbert Barboux
Ali Gali
Thierry Barboux

Champion de France 89 SAPHIR lTV
Champion de France 88 GEMMA lTV
Champion de France 87 ALNAIR lTV
ler au Championnat d ' Australie 90
SAPHIR lTV
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THE US
MANUFACTURERS
MEET 1990
l.

DREW COOPER

XS MOYES

2.

JIM LEE

AT WILLS

3.

BRAD KOJI

AT WILLS

4.

LARRY TUDOR

AT WILLS

5.

RUDY GOTEZ

XS MOYES

6.

KAZOO JAPAN

AT WILLS

7.

DAVE ADAMS

XS MOYES

8.

DAVE SHARPE

KISS AIRWAVE

9.

CHRIS ARAI

AT WILLS

10.

NELSON HOWE

FOIL

Its been a big 12 months for Drew Cooper.
Not content with setting a world record
and winning the Flatlands,
he takes out the 1990 US Manufacturers Meet.
Incidently , this is the second year
in a row that the XS has won this event.
It seems that when you're on a
winning streak, you're on an XS.
Contact the Factory for a test fly.

DREW

173 BRONTE ROAD WAVERLEY NSW 2024 PH 3875114 FAX 3874472

